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ABSTRACT 

The application of chelators is an ongoing interest in diagnostic and therapeutic 

radiopharmaceuticals. Bifunctional chelators labelled with radiometal ions are covalently 

bonded with a lead compound to form complexes with targeted biomolecules. The binding 

affinity of a ligand is thus an exclusively essential feature of an ideal radiopharmaceutical 

ligand. 1,4,7 triazacyclononane-1,4,7 triacetic acid (NOTA) a key radiolabelling chelator in 

radiopharmaceuticals, which is studied in this project,  has been identified as one of the 

popularly investigated chelators. NOTA is known with the ability to form a stable complex 

with radiometal ions. 

A number of experimental investigations have been performed to study the structure and the 

radiolabelling efficiency of NOTA chelator while little attention has been paid to exploiting 

the structure and the binding features of the ligand at the molecular level. In this project, an 

investigation was made of the structure of NOTA and it complexation with alkali metal and 

radiometal ions, using density functional theory. In the first step, efforts were made to 

evaluate the complexation of NOTA with alkali metal ions (Na
+
, Li

+
, K

+
 and Rb

+
) with the 

intention of assessing the level of competition of alkali metal ions, found in the body.  The 

complexation of NOTA with radiometal ions (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, In
3+

, Sc
3+

) was also investigated.  

This study reveals that nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the NOTA molecule are important for 

complexation processes. Interaction and relaxation energies, Gibbs free energies and 

entropies show that the stability of NOTA― alkali metal ion complexes decreases down the 

group of the periodic table.  In the case of NOTA―radiometal ions complexes, NOTA― 

Ga
3+

 is identified to be more stable than the remaining radiometal complexes, which is in 

good agreement with experimentally reported binding constants. For both alkali metal and 

radiometal ion complexes, implicit water solvation affects the NOTA―ion complexation, 

causing a decrease in the stability of the system. NBO analysis performed through the natural 

population charges and second order perturbation theory reveals the charge transfer between 

NOTA and both alkali metal and radiometal ions. The theoretical
 1

H NMR chemical shifts of 

NOTA complexes, in vacuum and water, are in good agreement with experiment; these 

values are influenced by the presence of the ions, which have a deshielding effect on the 

protons of NOTA.  A noteworthy conclusion from the investigation is that the interaction of 

NOTA with radiometal ions is stronger than the interaction of NOTA with alkali metal ions. 

Thus, confirming that the presence of alkali metal in human body may not interfere with the 
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binding of radiometal to NOTA chelator. This study serves as a guide to researchers in the 

field of organometallic chelators, particularly, radio-pharmaceuticals in finding the efficient 

optimal match between chelators and different metal ions. 

Keywords: 1, 4, 7 triazacyclononane-1,4,7 triacetic acid (NOTA); Density functional theory 

(DFT); Natural bond orbital (NBO). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Chelation  

The word chelation is derived from the Greek word “chelos” which means claw.
1
 It involves 

the combination of a mineral ion or cation into a complex ring structure by an organic 

molecule, referred to as chelating agent.
2
 Most often, electron-donor atoms on the chelating 

molecule include sulphur, nitrogen, and/or oxygen. Chelant, metal ion and chelate are 

components of chelation process.
3
 Basically, the chelant is made up of two or more electron 

donor atoms that are capable of holding the central metal ion (the acceptor) in a tight 

coordination complex. A detailed review on the historical background of chelating has been 

given by Dwyer.
4
 It is known that, ethylenediamine and oxalic acid were the first chelating 

agents identified and have been extensively utilized in studying the structure of metal 

complexes.
5-10

 

N

O

N

O

O

O

O

O

O

M

O

 

Figure 1: An ethylenediamine (EDTA) molecule binding to a generic central metal 

The importance of the chelation process in science is enormous and cannot be ignored. 

Research has revealed that the technological applications of chelators and the chelation 

process have been widely embraced in our industries.  Detoxification liquid waste from 

industries for domestic usage has been possible using chelation process. 
11

 Metal chelators are 

used as antioxidants for food preservation.
12

 In the production of textile, EDTA has been used 

as chelating agent. The textile industry has exploited the use ETDA as a chelating agent to 

enhance enzyme reaction in cotton pre-treatment.
13, 14

 and decolourization and detoxification 
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of textile industry waste water has be attained through chelation processes.
15, 16

 In agricultural 

plant production, application of EDTA and Hydroxyethyl ethylenediamine acid (HEEDTA) 

as chelating agents allow easy uptake of  phosphorous-based fertilizer in acidic soil, which 

was initially not possible as a result of the bonds of Phosphorous with iron and aluminium.
17

 

Examples of biochemical processes involving chelates are photosynthesis
18

, oxygen 

transporting blood
19

, certain enzymes reaction
20

, and muscle contraction.
21

  

1.1.1 The use of Radiometals-chelator complexes in radiopharmaceutical 

The process of using chelating and radionuclide approach to study human disease is called 

nuclear medicine.
22

 This branch of medicine has gained popularity over the years. Nuclear 

medicine techniques have taken an important position in molecular imaging, through its 

unique ability to translate findings in molecular biology, genetics, pharmacology and many 

other disciplines into imaging diseases for clarity on ailments and also to administer 

appropriate treatments .
23

 Welch
22

 pointed that there are two vital processes involved in 

nuclear medicine; these are, a suitable radiation detection apparatus which ascertain quality 

and sensitiveness of the procedure and a radiopharmaceutical which establish the usefulness 

and or anatomical information of the images produced. Thus radiopharmaceuticals are the 

mainstay of nuclear medicine.
24

 A recent development in nuclear medicine is the use of 

radiometal- chelator complex as radiopharmaceuticals.
25

 Generally, radiopharmaceuticals 

(unsealed radioactive elements) are dispensed intravenously for either diagnostic or 

therapeutic purposes. 

1.1.2 Types of radiopharmaceutical 

Radiopharmaceuticals are drugs containing radiometals that produce valuable emission 

properties for therapeutic and diagnostic use. The application of radiopharmaceutical in 

medical medicine cannot be over emphasized. New drug discovery
26

 and direct target of 

treatment on tumor
27-31

 has become much easier. It basically allows medical practitioners to 

detect a patient’s ailments, recommend treatment, and observe the productiveness of the 

treatment with the use of imaging modalities such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 

and Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT).
32, 33

 Radiopharmaceuticals 

can be classified into two groups based on medical application; diagnostic and therapeutic 

radiopharmaceuticals. Diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals are substances labelled with gamma-

emitting radiometal aimed at providing a detailed account of the structure of organ or tissue 

that allow studying the physiological feature through external monitoring device (SPECT, 
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PET, etc.). In contrast, therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals treat diseased cells by delivering 

cytotoxic radiation dose from the radiometal through a targeting vector or biomolecule to the 

diseased site.
24, 25

 Radiopharmaceuticals can also be classified based on their bio distribution 

characteristic; target specific radiopharmaceuticals are the ones whose distributions are 

regulated solely by the receptor binding site or interaction with biological molecules. Non-

target specific radiopharmaceuticals are the ones whose bio distribution is determined only by 

their physical and chemical properties.  

 

Figure 2: A cartoon illustration of the process involved in radiopharmaceuticals 

1.2. Chelators or chelating agents 

A chelator or chelating agent is used to bind metal ion in chelating process. Chelating agents 

are organic or inorganic compounds capable of binding metal ions to form complex ring-like 

structure called ‘chelates’.
34

 A useful application of a chelator for any biological use requires 

that a chelator or ligand is used to sequester the free radio isotopes form aqueous solution. 

Essentially, the chelator binds firmly to the radiometal so that when infused into the body , 

there will not be a loss of radiometal from the radiopharmaceutical.
35

 For optimal effective 
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chelation, a chelator must fulfil the criteria that enable it to: (1) move across physiological 

obstacles into sections of the biological system where a toxic metal ion is concentrated or the 

target organ, (2) form a stable complex with the metal ion (3) form a chelate possessing non-

toxic properties and can be easily excreted, from the site it was deposited and  from the 

body.
36

 Thus, an ideal chelator for any biological use must possess the following 

characteristic; highly soluble in water, resistance to modification, maintain chelating ability at 

the PH of the body fluid, be kinetically stable with radiometals, bind the radiometal ion and 

effectively radiolabel in high yields under a mild room-temperature and in a short reaction 

time.
36-39 

 

1.2.1. Types of chelators 

Chelators can be classified into groups based on the arrangement of atoms that make up the 

chelate compound or the number of electrons coordinated to the centre metal ion. 

1.2.1.1. Acyclic and macrocyclic chelators  

The prevalent chelators that are commonly employed in radiopharmaceuticals can be grouped 

into two; acyclic (open chain) and macrocyclic (closed chain).
40-43

  Basic physical 

modification is required during metal ion binding with macrocyclic chelators because their 

geometries are inherently constrained prior to ion binding. This feature of macrocyclic ligand 

helps to minimize entropic loss associated with ion coordination thus resulting in a greater 

thermodynamic stability of the complex , a phenomenon referred to as the macrocyclic 

effect.
44

 Acyclic chelator on the other hand requires that it coordination and geometry be 

altered in order for the donor atom be properly positioned for complexation with ion. Thus 

they suffer major entropic loss which makes them less thermodynamically unfavourable 

compared to macrocyclic chelator. Even though the thermodynamic of these chelator types 

are commensurable, acyclic chelators are known to be less kinetically stable than macrocyclic 

analogues.
32

   

 

1.2.1.2. Monodentate and polydentate chelators   

Depending on the number of ligand donor atoms and the number of electrons through a 

ligand is coordinated to the central metal ion to form a chelate; a chelator could be 

monodentate, bidentate or multidentate.
36, 39, 45
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Figure 3: Mono, bi and polydentate ligand forming metal ligand complex. Mono ligand have only one 

donor atom and are coordinated through one pair of electrons. Polydentate ligands are ligands with 

two or more donor atoms and are coordinated more than one pair of electrons e.g. bidentate, 

tridentate. Reproduced from literature
34

 

1.2.1.3 NOTA: Chelator Investigated 

The present study focuses on the evaluation of the binding activity of 1,4,7-

triazacyclononane-1, 4, 7-triacetic acid (NOTA). NOTA and it derivatives (NOPO, NETA, 

TACN-TM etc.), are popularly investigated chelators with amino carboxylic arms that can be 

utilized as a linker to form a peptide bond with a molecule. NOTA has the N3O3 coordination 

sphere geometry and consists of three carboxylic (HCOO2) functional arms (Figure 3). 

NOTA is referred to as bifunctional because it is capable of binding metal ions (mostly 

radiometals) and can be covalently bonded to bio molecules such as monoclonal antibodies; 

thus they are able to deliver both diagnostic and therapeutic radiometals in vivo for radio-

immunodiagnostic and radio - immunotherapy, respectively.
46

 

NOTA is known to form a stable complex with gallium (III) isotopes, with favourable 

radiolabelling conditions and excellent in vivo stability
47, 48

; moreover, it has been approved 

for copper (II) isotopes where it forms hexadentate complexes with each
47, 49-51

 Price et al
35

 

highlighted the experimental result of NOTA complexation with some selected radiometals. 
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Figure 4: Structures of NOTA chelator and some of its derivatives. 

A=NOTA, B=TACN-TM, C=3p-C-NETA, D= C-NOTA, E=NODAGA, F=NETAmonoamide 

1.3. Radiometals 

Radiometals  emit radiation, which can be utilized for therapeutic and diagnosis purposes.
52

 

The use of radiometals in radiopharmaceuticals distinguishes it from the traditional 

therapeutic pharmaceuticals.
25

 The availability of wide range of radio metals with differences 

in their features ( half-lives, emissions types, energies and branching ratio) and different 

chemical demands (ligand donor atoms preference, hard or soft nature, aqueous chemistry, 

coordination number and coordination geometry) allow one to select the precise nuclear 

properties required for a specific application.
53

 A deep knowledge of these features is 

required to help in selecting the appropriate chelator that will match with the radiometals of 

choice to create a complex that is stable and kinetically inert. In actual fact, before the 

synthesis of chelator for sequestering radio metal ions in aqueous solution or the reusing 
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chelators for a new radiometal ion, there is need for initial radiolabelling experiments to 

ensure the suitability of the radiometal with chelator or vice versa.
35

 

1.4. Coordination chemistry of gallium, indium, copper, scandium and alkali metals 

1.4.1. Gallium chemistry 

Gallium is a member of elements found in the group three B (IIIB) of the periodic table, with 

a highly charged cation of ionic radius 47-62 pm and a prevalent oxidation state of +3 in 

aqueous solutions. Hard donor chelators like amine-N, carboxylate-O and phenolate-O atoms 

matches correctly with gallium owning to it high charge density. Gallium is able to attain in 

vivo stability with coordination number of six due to its small size
38, 54

; consequently, NOTA 

is able to sequester Ga(III) up to its maximum coordination number of 6 in a pseudo-

octahedral geometry.
32

 A detailed review on the coordination and radiopharmaceutical 

chemistry of gallium can be found in literature.
38, 54, 55

 The challenges of the use of Ga
3+

 in 

radiopharmaceuticals is its strong affinity with transferrin (biological iron transporter), which 

could be detrimental to human system.
56, 57

  

It is a well-known fact that NOTA (chelator investigated) is a gold standard chelator for 

gallium.
48, 58

 An examination of the NOTA―Ga
3+

 complex structure affirmed a distorted 

octahedral encircling of the cation.
59

 This effective envelopment of the gallium ion with an 

ionic radius 0.76Å within the macrocyclic cavity contributed to the exceptional stability
32

. In 

vivo stability and transchelation is provided by extra protection given by the carboxyl methyl 

pendant arm which prevent the Ga
3+

 ion from nucleophilic attack.  

1.4.2. Indium chemistry 

A common feature of ‘In
3+

’ and ‘Ga
3+

’ is that they are both members of the group three of the 

periodic table and, therefore, possess stable aqueous oxidation numbers of +3. The major 

difference between these two metals can be seen in their sizes and charge densities. Unlike 

Gallium, Indium is significantly large with an ionic radius of 62-92 and it able to attain a 

coordination of 7-8 in it complexes. This difference is generally seen in their different 

coordinating chemistry with DTPA and DOTA. For example, in Ga
3+

―DOTA-D-phe-NH2, 

Ga
3+ 

has an ionic radius of 0.65Å
59

 and a coordination number of 6
60

 while In
3+

 has a 

coordination number of 8
61

 and ionic radius of 0.92Å
59

 in In
3+

―DOTA-BA complex. A 

study of the complexation of Ga
3+

 and In
3+

 with DOTATOC confirms that the difference in 

the sizes of these two metal ions explain the reason while Ga―DOTATOC has a higher 
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tumor uptake and lower kidney uptake than In
3+

―DOTATOC.
60

 Although indium is a hard 

Lewis acid but when compared with gallium, it possesses a slightly enhanced affinity for soft 

donor chelators. It possesses a higher pKa of 4.0 and faster water exchange rate
32

. A study of 

In―Cl-NOTA complexation of NOTA confirms a near pentagonal bi-pyramidal geometry 

with protonation at one of it carboxylate arms.
62, 63

 Price et al
35

 in their recent review, 

however, confirms a distorted octahedral geometry for the complexation of NOTA with In
3+

. 

1.4.3. Copper chemistry 

Copper is a first row transition metal with a few radioisotopes such as 
60

Cu, 
61

Cu, 
62

Cu, 
64

Cu 

and 
67

Cu. The study of Cu(II) complexes with cyclam and cyclen derivatives reveals the 

elasticity of Cu(II) coordination chemistry.
64

 The rich coordination chemistry of Cu has 

paved way for the synthesis of numerous diagnostic and therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals 

from the combination of diverse nuclear properties of Cu radionuclide and suitable chelator.
65

 

Donnelly
66

 in his recent review gave an in-depth explanation of the role of coordination 

chemistry of copper in the development radiopharmaceuticals. He pointed out that the long-

life of 
64

Cu (912.7h) allows PET imaging to be performed at the site far from the cyclotron 

facility used to generate the radionuclide. Furthermore, 
64

Cu emits β radiation that is useful 

for certain therapeutic applications. Although the coordination number of copper ranges from 

4-6, the d9 Cu (II) coordination chemistry in aqueous solution is amendable and prevalently 

used .
32

 Comprehensive review on the coordination chemistry and radiochemistry of copper 

was presented by blower and co-workers.
67

 The possibility of Cu displaying six coordination 

mode is shown during complexation of Cu with NOTA ligand with a distorted trigonal 

prismatic geometry.
68

 

1.4.4. Scandium chemistry 

Scandium, element of the periodic table is a member of the rare earth elements
69

, with 

electronic configuration [Ar]3d
1
4s

2
; it is a member of group III of the periodic table whose 

ionic radius has been reported as 0.745 Å
70

. Scandium is generally referred to as a lanthanide 

element because it shares similar properties with the lanthanide elements with (n-1)d
1
ns

2
 

outermost electron configuration. It possesses a large ionic radius with the coordination 

number ranging from 3-12.
71

 The isotopes of Sc includes; 
45

Sc, 
46

Sc, 
47

Sc, 
48

Sc, 
49

Sc. 

Scandium (III) ion , which is the most common can easily form complexes with both organic 

and inorganic ligands, owing to it small ionic radius
72

. The study of the geometry of NOTA-

Sc from literature confirms a distorted octahedral geometry.
73
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1.5. Optimal match of a chelator with a radiometal ion for radiopharmaceutical 

applications 

In the synthesis of radiopharmaceuticals there is a need to match the a suitable chelator or 

ligand
4
 with the right radiometal. This can expedite the development of efficient imaging 

probe by improving targeting features and providing positive in vivo pharmacokinetics of 

radiolabelled probe.
74

 A thorough insight on chelator, radiometals and complexes were given 

by Price and Orvig
35

, cutler, et al
75

, Park J. and Jim J.Y.
76

, Subramanian, et al
52

 and Okarvi, et 

al.
77

 Several factors have to be taken into consideration before preparing the chelator and 

before matching chelators with metal ion. 

1.5.1. Thermodynamic stability and kinetic inertness  

In radiopharmaceutical design, it is important that the principal properties such as 

thermodynamic stability and kinetic inertness of complexation kinetic of the metal-ligand 

complex be analysed.
53

 This includes the ability of the chelator to bind the metal and 

adequately radiolabel at high yield, ability to radiolabel at ambient temperature and lastly a 

fast reaction time which is very necessary for short half-life isotopes like Gallium (
68

Ga). The 

metal-chelate complex should be thermodynamically stable and must take into consideration 

not only the thermodynamic stability for the reaction between the metal ion and the chelator 

but also the equilibria involving H
+
 binding to ligands and OH

-
 binding to metal that 

normally take place in all aqueous solutions.
52

 
78

  

 

1.5.2. Attaching BFC to the biomolecule 

 Another factor that should be considered is the linker-bioconjugation strategies. The 

placement and the method of the BFC is vital; it is imperative that the conjugation mode does 

not hinder the binding ability of the ligand to metal ions and that of biomolecule to it 

proposed site in vivo.
53

 It is essential to employ a binding mode that occurs speedily at room 

temperature, putting in mind that targeting vectors are sensitive biomolecules liable to 

degradation under a high temperature. The four conjugation strategies that are mostly used in 

radiopharmaceutical construction are; peptide, thiourea, thioether and click chemistry triazole 

bonds. Forster et al
79

 highlighted two possible sites for connecting NOTA biomolecules and 

also for regulation of the pharmacokinetic properties of the radiopharmaceuticals. They 

proposed that the introduction of NOTA through the thiol groups of cysteine residues could 
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have better in vivo distribution of the radiopharmaceutical.
79

 Example of a chelator 

developed by the altering of the c-site is p-SCN-Bn-NOTA(C-NOTA), while example of 

chelator formed by altering N-cite is NODASA. 

HO

OH

OH

O

O

O

N

N

N

Y1

R

Y2  

Figure 5: Possible sites in NOTA chelator for conjugation or modification to create more BFC. R, Y1 

and Y2 indicate the methylene group of the acetic acid arm (N-site). 

1.5.3. Flexibility 

Flexibility should be incorporated in the synthesis of a chelator, such that one can incorporate 

different bioconjugation handles and also modify the denticity and other visible features by 

changing the polarity and charge of the chelate as this can influence the bio distribution of the 

radiopharmaceutical.
35

 

1.5.4. Vector and biological targets 

In the synthesis of radiopharmaceuticals for therapeutic treatment of a cancerous or diseased 

cell, the radiolabelled biomolecule or the targeting vector must be designed in such a way that 

enhances binding with high affinity and must be specific to the diseased tissue,
80, 81

 ; this is 

because the concentration of the therapeutic doses of radiation at the tumor cell depends on 

the localization of radiolabelled biomolecule (receptor ligands) and how well it binds to the 

target cell.
25

 Peptide, antibodies, antibody fragments, and nanoparticles are biomolecules that 

are frequently used to target surface receptor in a cancerous cell.
82

 
83

 

The biological properties (half live, size) of the biomolecule must be considered and must 

match with the physical properties of the radiometals.
40

 A higher percentage of the 

radiopharmaceutical must be accumulated at the site of the target tumor and the unbounded 

radiation dose must be excreted from the blood  
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1.5.5. Rate of dissociation 

According to price et al
35

,  thermodynamic stability kinetic inertness and rate of dissociation 

should be given  attention  when assessing and making decisions on which chelator to match 

with a particular radiometal for radiopharmaceuticals. This is because, thermodynamic 

stability predicts in vivo stability effectively, while rate of dissociation governs the kinetic 

inertness of the radiometal complex to a great extent
84

. 

1.6. Displacement of radiometals from chelators by alkali metals. 

There is possibility that radiometals are disassociated from chelators by other bio molecules 

because radiometals are used in minute quantities in an immensely dilute environment 

(human system); hence, the present of only a few nanomoles of impurity may actually be 

more than the radiometal ion concentration, which therefore, might compete for the binding 

site in a ligand.
85, 86

 Furthermore, part of the factors that determine the dissociation of 

radiometals from the chelate includes, the amount of radiometal in the blood and the presence 

of active, native biological chelator competing ions (Na
+
, K

+
 ), which are usually present in 

higher concentration than the radiopharmaceuticals and are able to displace radio metals from 

radiopharmaceuticals. Hence experiments evaluating and measuring the comparative kinetic 

inertness of ligand- metal complex to acidic state have been performed, using techniques such 

as High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) 

and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR).  

The present study, is employing computational techniques to study complexation of NOTA 

with competitive ions specifically alkali metal (Li
+
, Na+ K

+
 and Rb

+
) to ascertain how well 

alkali metal ions bind with NOTA chelator which explains the level of competition of these 

ions with radiometals and the complexation of NOTA with the radiometals themselves(Cu
2+

, 

Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+

). 

1.7. Origin and applications of Computational Chemistry 

Computational chemistry is a widely embraced measure by scientists to supplement or 

provide molecular insight to explain the observations from experimental studies. It is the use 

of computer to generate information that is supplementary to experimental data on structures, 

properties and reactions of substances.
87
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Mathematical science seems to be the relevant link between computational chemistry and 

theoretical chemistry. Mathematical science has provided the basic tools for creating and 

disseminating of conceptual framework at the atomic and molecular levels in computational 

chemistry. Mathematical science has also been used to construct and implement quantitative 

algorithms for organizing enormous quantity of data from laboratory to predicting the course 

and extend of chemical phenomena in situation that is strenuous or not possible to examine 

directly.
88

 This thus accounts for the close similarity between computational and theoretical 

chemistry. In reality some scholars use the two interchangeably or concurrently.
89, 90

 A school 

of thoughts believes that computational chemistry is a part of most general field of theoretical 

chemistry.
90, 91

 To get a clear distinction between the two terms, David young pointed out that 

theoretical chemistry can defined as the mathematical description of chemistry while 

computational chemistry is used when an adequately developed mathematical method can be 

automatically implemented on a computer.
92

  

Computational chemistry is a discipline consisting of several applications in most areas of 

chemistry, biochemistry and material science.
93

 Using the software design for computational 

chemists, one is able to perform diverse studies on different systems few of which are; 

electronic structure determination
94-96

, geometry optimization
97-101

, definition of transition 

states
102

 
103-105

, docking or protein calculations
106

 
107-109

 , electronic and charge distribution
110-

113
, calculation of potential energy surfaces

114-117
 thermodynamic calculations.

118-121
 The 

benefits of the use of computers in chemistry are worth underlining especially in the 

pharmaceutical industries where they employ the use for computers for drug discovery. 

Computational drug discovery is a well rooted discipline in the field of computational 

chemistry.
122-129

 Computational chemistry can be utilized for the production of new drugs 

from the broad view of molecules
129, 130

 and biological targets.
131, 132

 For example, in the 

instance of an unknown unidentified drug target or non-existent target receptor, Quantitative 

Structural Activity Relationship (QSAR) can be created by comparing different ligands with 

changing biological actions.
133, 134

 In other words, computational chemistry assists experts to 

make prediction before carrying out the real laboratory experiments to keep them readily 

prepared for making observation and also to save cost and time.
92

  

1.7.1 Limitations of computational chemistry 

Despite the progresses that have been made in the field of computational chemistry, there 

exist challenges as experienced in any other fields. The increase in the number of users 
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results from the availability of easy to use software accommodates users without knowledge 

of basic principles. For this reason, the work of many computational chemist is not explicitly 

explained which result to poor rating of the work. 
91, 92

 This apparently indicates that 

computational chemistry field lacks adequate professional experts. Jesen
91

 pointed out that 

the bleak reputation of computational chemistry is as a result of absences of quality 

assessment, considering the fact that different computational methods give different results 

and computational chemists select the figures closet to experimental and therefore claim to 

provide results matching experimental data accurately.
91

 

1.8. Tools used in computational chemistry 

Computational Chemistry has some collections of methods to provide answers to questions 

on molecular geometry, energies of molecules, transition states of reaction, chemical 

reactivity etc. The main group available belong to five broad classes,
135

 which consist the 

following: 

1.8.1. Molecular mechanics (MM) 

Molecular mechanic methods model the behaviour of very big molecules by setting up a 

simple algebraic expression of the total energy of the compound without necessarily 

computing the wave function or total electron density.
136

 It is a method that characterizes the 

interaction between atoms using a set of parameters and simple potential energy function 

known as force field.
137

 Out of all the different methods used to study structures of 

molecules, molecular mechanics has been identified as an approach that is cost effective and 

with a high level of accuracy. 
138

 
135

 Huge success has been recorded by applying molecular 

mechanic to many classes of isolated, gas-phase organic compounds.
139

 Many computational 

bio-chemists uses MM because of its ability to analyse very large system (up to 10
6
 atoms) 

with simple energy expression.
140

 A Plethora of studies on free energies calculation, 

modelling of large systems, evaluation of several biological components and activities has 

been performed using MM.
141-146

 MM is limited to employing force fields which majorly 

make use of information embodied in the input geometry, namely bond length, valence angle 

and dihedral angle,
147

 thus ignoring many chemical properties like the electron excited 

state.
136, 137, 140

 However, chemist over the years have combined the use of MM and Quantum 

Mechanics (i.e. QM/MM approach) in an attempt to study both the electronic structure of 

molecules and the interaction between atoms in a larger system.
137

 
147-150
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1.8.2. Ab initio methods 

Ab initio methods are based  on the Schrödinger equation.
135, 140

 They are employed to 

investigate how electrons in a molecule behave by solving the Schrödinger equation for a 

molecule. It can provide the energies and wave function, which can be used to calculate 

electron structure.
135, 140, 151

 The limitations of Ab initio calculations include the fact that they 

expensive
152

 and also comparably slow, thus the calculation of a fairly large molecule can 

take a long time.
135

 Examples of ab initio methods includes; Hartree-Fock, multi-

configuration Hartree-Fock, Moller-Plessets(MP), Configuration Interaction.
140, 153

  

1.8.3. Semi- empirical methods 

Semi- empirical methods abide by a simple strategy by starting off from an ab initio or first 

principles formalism and then offer a rather drastic assumption to accelerate the calculation 

process, mostly by ignoring many of the less important terms in the underlying equations.
152

 

It involves the incorporation of theory with experiment which makes the method semi- 

empirical.
135, 152, 154

  Semi empirical methods amongst all other methods has capacity to 

manage system composed of several thousand of atoms and usually faster than DFT.
155

 A 

conspicuous flaw of the use of this method is that, it is only of sufficient accuracy when 

utilized to model molecules of the same type as used as the reference data in the 

parameterization, otherwise it will end up into unusual and erroneous results.
154

 In spite of the 

limitation of semi-empirical methods, several investigations on modelling of organic 

molecules have been performed using the semi empirical method. PM3, PM6, AM1, MNDO, 

INDO, are examples of semi empirical methods that are regularly used.
156-159

 

1.8.4 Molecular dynamics (MD) methods 

Molecular dynamics is a computational stimulation tool that gives a detailed account of the 

physical forces and movement of interacting tiny elements like atoms and molecules.
160

 

Molecular dynamics basically employs the law of motions to molecules.
135, 161

 The major 

limitation  is the slow simulation time, which is in the order of nanoseconds for large 

systems.
162

 This means that there is limit in configurational sampling that can be achieved by 

molecular dynamics. A recent paper by Yeguas and co-workers
160

 evaluates the ongoing 

limitations associated with voluminous data analysis related to MD process and highlighted 

possible solutions to overcome this shortcoming.  
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1.8.5. Density Functional Theory (DFT) Methods 

DFT methods are based on Schrödinger equation but contrary to semi- empirical and ab initio  

methods, they use  evaluate the electron distribution directly without considering the 

conventional wave function.
135

 The attempt by Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham in the mid-60s to 

verify that electron density can serve as a fundamental quantity to determine the ground state 

of theories, applicable to any systems composed of atoms and molecules of any atomic, 

molecular, or system in solid state gave birth to DFT.
163

 Today, DFT methods have 

successfully been used as tools to understand and anticipate the processes of chemical 

reactions, catalytic activity, bioactivity, photo physics, electronic and nuclear-magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy and  properties in coordination chemistry.
164

 To describe non static 

condition in matters such as atoms, molecules, solid and nanostructures, time-dependent 

density functional theory is usually employed.
165

  In spite of drawbacks which include; too 

many approximations, failure for strongly correlated system, the benefit of cost effective 

computational work coupled with advantageous accuracy has made DFT an accepted 

technique.
166

  

Recent literature exploring reaction mechanisms, electronic states and structures have   had 

considered the application of DFT methods of particular interest to coordination 

chemistry.
167-172

 The present work uses DFT methods to investigate the complexation of 

NOTA ligand with alkaline metals and radio metals. The B3LYP functional, which is the 

most extensively accepted functional in quantum chemistry, and has presented excellent 

performance in the computation of structures, energies and properties of molecules
164

, will be 

utilized in our investigation.  

1.9. Gaussian 09 Program 

There exist differs types of computational chemistry software, however, Gaussian software 

was utilized in the present study.  Gaussian is a computer program for computational 

chemistry that was originally created in 1970 by John Pople
173

 and his group as Gaussian 

70.
174

 Update has been done continually on the Gaussian program since invention.
175

 

Gaussian 09 was used to perform relevant calculations as regards to this study. A concise 

essay on how and the use of the software (Gaussian 09) was written by Anna Tomberg.
176

 

With the aim of speeding up the calculation steps involved in our investigation and also 

avoiding delay resulting from bulky computational calculations requiring huge computer 

resources; this investigation on the complexation of NOTA with alkaline metals and 
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radiometal ions is carried out using the Gaussian 09 software installed on cluster provided by 

the Center for High Performance Computing in Cape Town. (www.chpc.ac.za).  

1.10. Types of calculation 

Below are the descriptions of the job types that are relevant to our study. 

1.10.1. Geometry Optimization 

 Schlegel
177

, described geometry optimization procedure as a crucial step of most chemical 

calculations, necessary to calculate the wave function and geometry of a lowest energy. This 

process is continually carried out until the lowest attainable energy on the potential energy 

surface (PES) of the geometry is established.
176

 The data that can be obtained from 

performing this calculation includes; atomic coordinates of the optimized molecular structure, 

optimized parameters in terms of the atomic distances and angles, HOMO/LUMO 

eigenvalues etc. 

1.10. 2. Population Analysis 

Population analysis is an approach in computational chemistry that estimates the charges of 

the atoms and in the studied molecule
136

, providing a clear understanding of electron 

distribution which cannot be achieved experimentally.
176

 Furthermore, it is an effective tool 

in anticipating likely sites for nucleophilic and electrophilic attack and other aspects of 

molecular activities. Amongst the available population analysis, this study selected the 

Natural Bond Orbital analysis
178

 (NBO) to investigate the nature of electron transfer and 

distributions in the complexation process of NOTA chelator with alkali metal and radio 

metal.  

1.10.3. The effects of solvation 

By default, all calculations on Gaussian 09 are performed in gas phase. However, if there is 

need to perform any calculation in solution; one can either add solvation effect explicitly or 

implicitly.
176

 The present study investigates the effect of explicit solvation on some of the 

calculated parameters, using Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) using integral equation-

formalism polarizable continuum model (IEF-PCM). 
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1.10.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 

The use of NMR spectroscopy in exploring the properties of organic molecules has become a 

significant tool to organic chemists. NMR provides information about the structural 

composition of the molecule of a sample by evaluating the variety of interactions between the 

nuclei and the electrons of a molecule and neighbouring molecules.
179

  

1.10.5. Basis sets 

Basis sets are sets of functions that illustrate the shape of atomic orbitals (AOs),
176

 through 

the use of specified theoretical models.
180

 The objective of a basis set is to present the best 

description of the orbitals or electron densities that are not known using the little 

computational cost possible.
181

 The choice of basis sets in quantum chemical calculation can 

have a colossal effect on the accuracy of the result.
182

 Most commercial computational 

chemistry software packages for ab initio or DFT calculations usually come with some 

defined basis sets, out of which the user can make choice.
183

 To make choice of the basis set 

to use for a system, each atoms in the molecule is optimized using different basis set until a 

convergence is attained. It is best that the basis set of choice be flexible enough to produce a 

good result while accounting for all atoms in the molecular geometry and adequately small 

enough for easy computation of the operation.
172

 It should be noted that, a large basis set run 

longer but gives a more accurate result. This study will be coupling the Becke 3-parameter, 

Lee Yang-Parr (B3LYP) with 6-31 +(2d, 2p)
184, 185

, LANL2DZ
186, 187

 and DGDZVP
188, 189

 

basis set, to make sure that all atoms are accounted for in the reaction. A number of 

researchers have investigated on basis sets. Ahlrichs and Taylor
190

, Feller and Davidson
190

, 

has written on the choice of basis sets for molecular calculation. Frank
181

 and grant
182

 

recently published a broad update on basis sets ; compiled some of the assumptions for the 

construction and analysis of basis sets, with focus on contemporary ranked basis sets.  

1.10.6. Basis Sets Superposition Error  

The non-completeness of basis set as a result of the truncation of basis set function 

introduced by the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbital (LCAO) approximations, results 

into an effect called the basis set superposition error (BSSE). It is crucial that the correct 

basis set is used in our calculation; otherwise the BSSE can increase even with a large basis 

set.
191

 A comprehensive detail on the procedure for BSSE calculation is presented by 
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Xantheas.
192

 The present study will be using the BSSE of different basis set to make our 

choice of basis sets to use in the investigation. 

1.11. Aims and objectives. 

 To understand the structural composition of NOTA chelator. 

 To analyse the complexation of NOTA chelators with non-radioactive competing 

ions; alkaline metal ions (Li
+
, Na

+
, K

+
, Rb

+
) with the purpose of estimating the impact 

these competing ions on the radiolabelling yields of NOTA. 

 To analyse the complexation of NOTA chelator with radiometals (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

, 

In
3+

). 

 

The extensive use of Density Functional Theory methods will be employed to determine all 

possible conditions involved during this reaction. Computational models present an exclusive 

opportunity to augment our understanding on basic parameters like charge distribution, 

interaction energies, complex conformation, etc. 

1.12. Thesis outline 

The layout of the study is presented in the following format: 

Chapter 1 presents a brief background on subject matter of the study. 

Chapter 2 presents the DFT investigation of the integration of NOTA chelator with alkaline 

metal ions. 

Chapter 3 defines the theoretical investigation of NOTA chelator with radiometal ions. 

Chapter 4 gives the summary of the dissertation.  
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Abstract  

1, 4, 7 triazacyclononane-1, 4,7 triacetic acid (NOTA) is a key chelator for radiolabelling 

pharmaceuticals. The ability of alkali metals in the human body to complex with NOTA and 

compete with radiometals can influence the radiolabelling process. The focus of the present 

work is to evaluate the NOTA―alkali metal complexation with density functional theory 

(B3LYP functional) using 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set for Li
+
, Na

+ 
and K

+
 and Def2-TZVPD 

for Rb
+
. 

Two NOTA―ion conformations are reported in the study: 'A' where six NOTA hetero atoms 

(N, O) are in close proximity to the cation, and 'B', where four NOTA hetero-atoms interact 

with the cation. Interaction and relaxation energies, Gibbs free energies and entropies show 

that the stability of NOTA―ion complexes decreases down the group of the periodic table. 

Implicit water solvation affects the NOTA―ion complexation, causing a decrease in the 

stability of the system. NBO analysis performed through the natural atomic charges (NAC) 

and second order perturbation analysis reveals charge transfer between NOTA and alkali 

metals. The theoretical
 1

H NMR chemical shifts of NOTA, in vacuum and water media, are in 

good agreement with experiment, these values being influenced by the presence of the ions, 

which have a deshielding effect on the protons of NOTA. Global scalar properties, such as 
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HOMO/LUMO energies, ΔELUMO-HOMO gap, and chemical hardness and softness, show that 

the chemical stability of NOTA―alkali metal complexes decreases down the periodic table. 

This study sheds light on the impact of competing alkali metal ions to the radiolabelling 

efficiency of NOTA. 

Keywords: Chelator―ion interaction, Density functional theory (DFT); Natural bond orbital 

(NBO). 

2.1. Introduction 

The distribution of drugs in vivo can be monitored by delivering radioisotopes within a 

chelator that is chemically bonded to a biological vector, such as antibodies and lead 

compounds, which are designed specifically for a tumor or infected site.
1
 This is beneficial 

in imaging for pharmacological applications, as it provides precise dosing information. 

Successful delivery of radio-pharmaceuticals to a selective tumour target can be established 

when antibodies are attached to a bifunctional chelator (BFC). A BFC possesses two reactive 

functional groups that can covalently bind to targeting vectors, as well as a suitable metallic 

radioisotope.
2,3-5

 The efficacy of the imaging
 
or chelation therapy depends on the optimal 

match between a particular chelator with the appropriate radioisotope, and the relative 

stability of the chelator-ion complexes.
6-8

 The factors that should influence the stability of 

metal complexes are the size of the chelate ring, the number of rings in the chelating 

molecule, the basic strength of the chelating molecule, the nature of donor or ligand atoms, 

the electron affinity/ionic radius of the metal 
9
 and the ligand to metal charge transfer.

10
  

1, 4, 7-triazacyclononane-1, 4, 7-triacetic acid (NOTA) 1, 4, 7-triazacyclododecane-1, 4, 7, 

tetraacetic acid (DOTA), diethylene triaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA), 1, 4, 7- 

triazacyclononane phosphinic acid (TRAP), 1,2-[[6-carboxy-pyridin-2-yl]-

methylamino]ethane (H2dedpa), and N,N'-bis(6-carboxy-2-pyridylmethyl)-ethylenediamine-

N,N'-diacetic acid) (H4octapa) are examples of the most widely researched chelators for 

radiolabelling. The focus of the present article is to investigate NOTA and its complexation 

to alkali metals. 

NOTA, a hexadentate chelator, is one of the most extensively investigated macrocyclic 

BFCs, and is utilized for the complexation of a large array of bi- and trivalent metal ions.
11

 

NOTA chelator has the geometry of the N3O3 coordination sphere and consists of three 

carboxylic (―COOH) functional arms (see Figure 1 for the structure of NOTA).  
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Figure 1: NOTA, 1, 4, 7-triazacyclononane-1, 4, 7- triacetic acid, CN = 6, N3O3 

Several studies involving NOTA, its derivatives, and other chelators, such as DOTA, an 

analogue of NOTA with four nitrogen and four pendant arms, have been performed.
12-27

 

NOTA has been identified as a potential chelating agent for various radiopharmaceutical 

experiments and confirmed as a “gold standard” chelator for Ga
3+

 with a short radiolabelling 

time and outstanding in vivo stability
3
. Velikyan et al

28
 reported that the 

68
Ga―NOTA 

complex is stable in human plasma at 37
o
C. Chakravarty

25
 et al., also reported that even in 

the presence of up to 10 ppm of other metal ion contaminations, such as Zn
+
, Cu

+
, Fe

+
, Al

+
, 

Sn
+
 and Ti

+
 ions, NOTA-based bifunctional chelators (NOTA―NCs) could be radiolabelled 

instantly with 
68

Ga at room temperature. Jeong and co-workers
14

 confirmed that NOTA is a 

better BFC than DOTA is for 
68

Ga, exhibiting a high stability even when hindered by various 

metal ions.. Ferreira and co-authors
22

 reported that at room temperature, a short reaction time 

is required when 
68

Ga is radiolabelled with P-NO2-Bn―NOTA, a NOTA derivative. 

Radiolabelling 
64

Cu with NOTA has shown a better result than when 
64

Cu is radiolabelled 

with common chelators, such as DOTA, EDTA, DTPA, and TETA.
19, 24

 The results from 

these experiments show that NOTA is compatible with the heat sensitive, antibody vector due 

to its short radiolabelling time and ability to radiolabel at room temperature.
29

 Geraldes et 

al.
30

, reported that there is a weak complex species between NOTA and alkali ions in aqueous 

solution. Potentiometric measurements, multinuclear nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectrometry (NMR) and density functional theory calculations of the gallium complexes of 

NOTA derivatives revealed that phosphinic derivatives of NOTA (TRAP ligands) exhibit 

higher selectivity than NOTA for binding small metal ions.
31

  

Our recent study showed the conformational behaviour and complexation between Na
+
 cation 

and diazacrown
32

 using density functional theory (DFT), Møller–Plesset (MP2) and 

molecular mechanics methods. It was shown that, upon complexation, there was charge 

transfer between the diazacrown and Na
+
, causing a reduction in the +1 charge of the free ion. 
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Behjatmanesh- Ardakani et al.,
33

 analyzed the host-guest interaction between alkali metals 

(Li
+
, Na

+
, and K

+
) and some selected ligands using DFT-B3LYP level of theory. The same 

authors studied the interactions between aza, diaza, and triaza-12-crown-4 ligands as host 

molecules and Na
+
 ion as a guest species using B3LYP/6-311G level of theory.

34
  

To the best of our knowledge, little or no computational research has been performed on the 

complexations of alkali metals with NOTA chelator. In light of this, the aim of the present 

research is to perform electronic structure calculations to provide insight into the factors 

affecting the chelating ability of NOTA with alkali metals. This investigation will explore 

how NOTA interacts with alkali metal ions, Li
+
, Na

+
, K

+
 and Rb

+
? This can be expanded into 

exploiting the possible impacts of these competitive ions on the radiolabelling yield of 

NOTA, which is useful to predict how well NOTA will complex radio metals in the presence 

of other ions in vivo. To gain an in depth insight into the complexation of NOTA with alkali 

metals, the interaction energy values, relaxation energy of NOTA―alkali metal complexes 

and other thermodynamic properties, entropy, enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and interatomic 

distances of the optimized NOTA and ion complexes will be reported. NBO and NMR 

chemical shift analysis and DFT-based reactivity descriptors, the Electron affinity (EA), 

Ionization potential (IP), Softness (S) and Hardness (η) will also be reported. 

2.2. Computational details 

All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 program.
35

 The Becke, 3-parameter, 

Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP)
36, 37

 hybrid exchange correlation functional was used. The basis set, 

6-311+G(2d,2p)
38-41

, was applied for Li
+
, Na

+
 and K

+
 complexes and for the Rb

+
 complex, 

the 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set was used for NOTA, while Def2-TZVPD
42

 was employed for 

Rb
+
 ion. 

Two different NOTA―ion complex configurations were geometry optimized. The first 

configuration had six hetero atoms (three oxygen and three nitrogen atoms) in close 

proximity to the alkali metal cations (conformation 'A'), while the second configuration had 

four hetero atoms (two oxygen and two nitrogen atoms) interacting with the cations 

(conformation 'B') (Figure 2). The atoms in the complexes are classified based on the 

connectivity of the atoms involved in different functional groups. 
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Figure 2: Conformations of complexes 'A' and 'B'. The dotted lines in the diagrams indicate 

intermolecular distances between alkali metal ion and hetero atoms that are in close proximity. 

Complex 'A' has six hetero atoms close to the cation. Complex 'B' has four hetero atoms interacting 

with the cation. H
IN

, C
IN

, N; hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen atoms in the ring. C
A
, H

CA
; carbon and 

hydrogen attached to the arm; C
(COOH)

, H
(COOH)

; carbon and hydrogen atoms in the functional group. 

O
H
= hydroxyl oxygen, O

C
= carbonyl oxygen. 

Interaction energies (Eint), between NOTA and the different metal ions, were calculated using 

the following equation
32

: 

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐿1―𝑀𝑂𝐿2 − 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐿2 − 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐿1 (𝟏) 

MOL1 and MOL2 are components of the complex. For instance, in the NOTA―Na
+
 case, 

MOL1 represents a NOTA molecule and MOL2 represents Na
+
. Relaxation energy was 

calculated by subtracting the complexation energy value (unrelaxed) from the interaction 

energy (relaxed). After the geometry optimization of the cations and NOTA, the cation was 

separated from the NOTA molecule and the two different situations were compared. First, the 

single point energy of the NOTA in that configuration was performed. Secondly, a further 

geometry optimization of the NOTA was carried out to allow the NOTA molecule to relax. 

The difference in energy between these two cases is the relaxation energy, which provides a 

measure of how the ion affects the conformation of the NOTA.
43-45
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The Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM), using the integral equation-formalism polarizable 

continuum model (IEF-PCM), was used to evaluate the solvent effect on the NOTA 

complexation with alkali metals. Thermodynamic properties (free energy, enthalpy, and 

entropy) were performed. Normal mode analysis was used in calculating the vibrational, 

translational and rotational contributions to entropy
46

.  Electron donation between the filled 

donor and empty acceptor orbitals and their estimated energetic significance was assessed 

using second-order perturbation theory, with the NBO program implemented in Gaussian 

09
47-49

.  

The calculated Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) with different basis sets provided 

rationale for selecting the basis set, 6-311+G(2d,2p), which showed the lowest BSSE value 

for the NOTA―Rb
+ 

complex, as well as reasonably low BSSE values for other ions 

compared with the more expensive 6-311G++(3d,3p) basis set (see Table 1S and 2S). 

The second-order Fock matrix was presented to evaluate the donor–acceptor interactions in 

the system.
50, 51

 To provide a clear picture of electron delocalization between NOTA and the 

metals in the complexes, the donor and acceptor orbitals with the highest stabilization energy 

are presented in terms of 𝐸2 from second-order theory
52, 53

. The second order perturbation 

energy 𝐸2 of the occupied NBO (i) of an electron donor, which interacts with the unoccupied 

NBO (j) of electron acceptor, is estimated by the expression: 

𝐸2 =
𝑞𝑖𝐹(𝑖, 𝑗)2

𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑖
 (𝟐) 

Where qi is the donor orbital occupancy, εi and εj are diagonal Fock matrix elements and 

F(i,j) is the off diagonal NBO Fock matrix element. 

The energy values of the highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO) and the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (ELUMO) of all the complexes were calculated. Several other 

electronic properties, such as ionization potential (IP), electronic affinities (EA), hardness (η) 

and softness (S) were calculated. The ionisation potential (IP) is defined as the difference in 

ground state energy between the radical cationic (Ec) and the neutral species (En): 

𝐼𝑃 =  𝐸𝐶 −  𝐸𝑛 (𝟑) 

The electron affinity (EA) is defined as the difference in ground state energy between the 

radical anionic (Ea) and its corresponding neutral species (En):  
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𝐸𝐴 =  𝐸𝑎 − 𝐸𝑛  (𝟒)  

 The term "neutral" is the standard charge state, for instance, the ions have +1 charge and 

cationic and anionic species would have +2 and 0 charges, respectively.  

Single point energies, at the geometry-optimized configurations of standard charge states, 

were performed for these calculations. The DFT-based structural features, chemical hardness, 

η, and softness, S, were obtained using the following equations 
54, 55

 : 

𝜂 =
𝐼𝑃 − 𝐸𝐴

2
 (𝟓) 

𝑆 =
1

2𝜂
 (𝟔) 

2.3. Results and discussions  

For lucid data interpretation, the classification of atoms in the NOTA―ion complexes was 

made, based on the connectivity of the atoms with various functional groups, which dictates 

their different chemical environment (Figure 2).  

2.4. Conformational analysis 

To compare the two conformational possibilities in the NOTA―ion complexes, namely one 

conformation which includes the interaction between all three hydroxyl oxygen atoms (O
H
) 

and the cation (Figure 2S) and the second conformation with the interactions between all 

three carbonyl oxygen atoms (O
C
) and alkali metal ions (Complex 'A' in Figure 2). The 

relative interaction energies (ΔErelative) for the two different NOTA― ion complexes are 

shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Relative interactions energies for different NOTA― ion complexes. All energies are in 

kcal/mol obtained by B3LYP/6-311G+(2d,2p) and LANL2DZ basis set for Rb
+
. 

Complexes ΔErelative 

O
C
 (kcal/mol) 

ΔErelative 

O
H
 (kcal/mol) 

NOTA―Li
+ 

0 14.67 

NOTA―Na
+ 

0 14.23 

NOTA―K
+
 0 13.23 

NOTA―Rb
+
 0 12.87 
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According to Table 1, the O
C
―ion conformations were more stable than those of O

H
―ion 

and this trend decreased down the alkali metal series. Consequently, it can be inferred that 

O
C
―ion interactions have a more crucial contribution in the intermolecular ion chelation than 

O
H
―ion. 

2.5. Interaction and relaxation energies 

The interaction energies of the NOTA―alkali metal ion complexes, basis set superposition 

error (BSSE) and relaxation energies for complexes in conformations 'A' and 'B' are 

discussed in this section to gain insight into its non-bonding interactions with the ions. The 

interaction energy values provide a measure of the specific interactions that are important for 

the complexation of NOTA with alkali metal ions. The interaction energies of the complexes 

in vacuum and solvent, BSSE energy values and relaxation energies of the complexes are 

reported in Table 2.  

Table 2: Interaction energies of the complexes in vacuum and with solvent, BSSE energy values and 

relaxation energies of the complexes. All energies are in kcal/mol 

Brackets indicate interaction energy values of the complexes in solvent, Eint: Interaction energy, Erelax; 

Relaxation energy, EBSSE: Basis sets superposition error 

For conformations 'A' and 'B', the interaction energies for NOTA complexation with alkali 

metal ion follow a decreasing order: NOTA―Li
+
 > NOTA―Na

+
 > NOTA―K

+
> 

NOTA―Rb
+
. The interaction energy values for complexes in conformation 'A' are 

significantly more negative than that of the complexes in conformation 'B', which signifies 

that there is greater intermolecular NOTA―ion interaction for complex 'A', with six atoms in 

close proximity to the ions than for the complex 'B', with four atoms interacting with the 

respective ion. Furthermore, complex 'A' appears in the reported range for the coordination 

number of ions; that is, for Li
+
 the coordination number is 4 or 6, Na

+
 ranges between 4―8, 

Complex Eint  Erelax EBSSE
 

complex 

'A' 

complex 

'B' 

complex 

'A' 

complex 

'B' 

Complex 

'A' 

Complex 'B' 

NOTA―Li
+
 -118.04 

[-23.48] 

-92.98 

[-13.11] 

12.36 6.70 1.38 1.08 

NOTA―Na
+
 

-89.78 

[-18.33] 

-65.93 

[-11.06] 

8.04 5.00 1.80 1.42 

NOTA―K
+
 -64.01 

[-14.08] 

-44.28 

[-9.10] 

7.42 4.07 0.72 0.55 

NOTA―Rb
+
 

-54.25 

[-7.44] 

-33.24 

[-5.65] 

6.35 3.72 0.43 0.28 
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K
+ 

ranges between 5.6―8.3 while for Rb
+
 varies between 6―8

56
. The interaction energy 

values in both cases, however, indicated that the stability of NOTA complexation with alkali 

metals decreases down the group of the periodic table, which agrees with the increased values 

of the distances between the hetero-atoms and the ions in the complexes, down the group (see 

Section 3.3). For all complexes, the calculated BSSE energy values were lower than 2 

kcal/mol, which validates the reliability and effectiveness of the size of the applied basis set 

for the considered system. 

The relaxation energy values decrease down the periodic table for conformations 'A' and 'B'. 

This implies that the larger the intermolecular interaction in NOTA―alkali metal complexes, 

the more the ion can induce a specific conformation that could be different from its preferred 

conformation. Conformation 'A' complexes show greater relaxation energy values than 

conformation 'B', this being due to the former having more hetero atoms in close proximity to 

the cations and the cations therefore having a greater effect on the conformation of the 

complexes than the latter.  

To take into account the long-range and dispersion interactions, the geometry optimization of 

complex B was performed using the ωB97XD functional and the interaction energies are 

listed in Table 7S. Since less negative interactions energies were observed with the ωB97XD 

functional, it seems that dispersion is an important factor in binding of NOTA with alkali 

metal ions. It is notable that the interaction energies obtained with both B3LYP and ωB97XD 

functionals correlate as the observed decreasing trend within the alkali metal series was 

maintained; therefore, the results obtained with B3LYP are qualitatively valid. 

2.6. Solvent effect 

To gain an understanding of how NOTA―alkali metal complexes behave in bulk water, the 

IEFPCM solvation model was used to calculate the interaction energies of the complexes in 

implicit water (Table 2). The results reveal that in the presence of water solvent, the 

interaction energy values of both 'A' and 'B' systems are significantly less negative than the in 

the absence of water, which this implies that the interaction of NOTA―alkali metals in bulk 

of water is less favourable and less stable. Indeed, the presence of water might compete with 

NOTA for interaction with the ion, and therefore reduce the stability of NOTA―ion 

complexes. The differences are greater for conformation 'A' than 'B', because each interaction 

of atom is affected by the presence of water. Complex 'A', with six atoms in close proximity, 
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will therefore experience more disruption in the presence of water than complex 'B', which 

has four atoms in close proximity.  

2.7. Thermodynamic properties  

Enthalpies, free energies, entropy and its individual contributions (translational, rotational, 

and vibrational) of the alkali metal, complexed with NOTA are listed in Table 3.  

Table 3: The enthalpies, free energies, entropy and its individual contributions (Translational, 

Rotational, and Vibrational.) of the alkali metal complexed with NOTA 

Complexes ΔH  

(kcal mol
-

1
) 

ΔG 

(kcal mol
-

1
) 

ΔS 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-

1
) 

ΔSRot  

(cal mol
-1

 K
-

1
) 

ΔSTrans 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-

1
) 

ΔSVib 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-

1
) 

NOTA―Li
+
 -115.92 

(-91.25) 

-102.70 

(-80.55) 

-44.33 

(-35.88) 

-0.55 

(-0.39) 

-31.73 

(-31.73) 

-12.05 

(-3.77) 

NOTA―Na
+
 -88.14 

(-64.83) 

-75.64 

(-54.62) 

-41.92 

(-34.92) 

-0.19 

(-0.16) 

-35.12 

(-35.12) 

-6.61 

(1.03) 

NOTA―K
+
 -62.51 

(-43.33) 

-50.80 

(-33.84) 

-39.18 

(-31.84) 

0.12 

(0.07) 

-36.55 

(-36.55) 

-2.75 

(4.64) 

NOTA―Rb
+
 -49.28 

(-32.29) 

-38.09 

(-23.43) 

-37.53 

(-37.53) 

0.42 

(0.40) 

-38.50 

(-38.50) 

0.56 

(8.35) 
Parentheses indicate thermodynamic values of the complexes 'B'. 

For complexes with conformations 'A' and 'B', ΔH values are slightly less negative than the 

interaction energy values (Table 2). The interaction energy value for the Li
+ 

complex is 

approximately 2 kcal mol
-1 

greater than the ΔH value, while for the other complexes, the 

interaction energy values are approximately 1 kcal mol
-1 

more than the ΔH values. The ΔH 

and ΔG values for the complexes in conformations 'A' and 'B' become less negative down the 

periodic table (Table 3). This emphasises the fact that the stability of the complexation of 

NOTA with alkali metals decreases down the group. While ΔS also becomes less negative 

down the group, it should be noted that a negative entropy value indicates a decrease in 

entropy of the system, which acts against the stability of the NOTA―alkali metal complexes 

ΔG=ΔH-TΔS.  

The translational entropy contribution for all the complexes becomes more negative down the 

group, as the translation entropy for the free cations increases moves in this direction (Table 

3S). Additionally, translational entropy contributions are of similar value for the two 'A' and 

'B' conformations. The rotational and vibrational entropy contributions become more positive 

down the group. 
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Table 4: Thermodynamic properties for NOTA―ion complexes (conformation 'A') in water obtained 

by B3LYP/6-311G+(2d,2p) and LANL2DZ basis set for Rb
+
. 

 

The effect of implicit solvation on the enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and entropy was 

considered. Table 4 shows that the ΔH and ΔG values of the complexes are significantly less 

negative than the ΔH values of the complexes in vacuum (Table 3). Less negative ΔS values 

were observed in the water medium than the vacuum. The rotational and translational 

entropies decrease down the group, but are similar to the corresponding values in the vacuum. 

As for the contribution of solvent to the vibrational entropy, ΔSVib values have become more 

positive for all NOTA―ion complexes, although the trend remains the same. According to 

Table 4S, it can be inferred that the driving force behind the increase in ΔSVib is the decrease 

in vibrational entropy for free NOTA (-9.52 cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) upon solvation. The reason for the 

drastic change in vibrational entropy could be attributed to the fact that in vacuum, there is 

great repulsion between the carboxylic pendant arms, which causes the distance between 

these arms to be greater than in the water medium, where the repulsion between the arms is 

reduced (Figure 1S). The larger distance between the carboxylic arms, in vacuum, compared 

to the shorter distances that appear in the water medium lead to an increase in the structural 

flexibility of the NOTA, and an increase in entropy. Overall, the values highlighted above 

indicate that the complexation of NOTA with alkali metal ions in water is less favourable and 

less stable. The formation of NOTA―Rb
+ 

complex appears to be significantly less 

favourable than other NOTA―ion complexes.  

2.8. Interatomic distances  

The average short-range interatomic distances between the metal ions and NOTA 

heteroatoms in each of the optimized complexes are reported in Table 5. This analysis was 

performed to assess the level of intermolecular interaction between NOTA and alkali metals. 

Heteroatom-ion distances lower than 3.0 Å were considered as binding interactions for Li
+
, 

Complexes ΔH  

(kcal 

mol
-1

) 

ΔG 

(kcal mol
-

1
) 

ΔS 

(cal mol
-1

 

K
-1

) 

ΔSRot  

(cal mol
-1

 

K
-1

) 

ΔSTrans 

(cal mol
-1

 

K
-1

) 

ΔSVib 

(cal mol
-1

 

K
-1

) 

NOTA―Li
+
 

-22.34 -12.05 -34.53 -0.46  -31.73 -2.34 

NOTA―Na
+
 

-17.91 -9.29 -28.91 -0.11 -35.12 6.31 

NOTA―K
+
 -14.27 -6.40 -26.42 0.23 -36.55 9.89 

NOTA―Rb
+
 

-7.85 -0.27 -25.41 0.51 -38.50 12.57 
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Na
+
 and K

+ 
complexes, while heteroatom-ion distances of less than 3.5 Å were considered to 

be binding interactions for the Rb
+
 complex.  

Table 5: The interatomic distances between alkali metals and NOTA’s heteroatoms in the optimized 

structure at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory for Li
+
, Na

+
 and K

+
. 6-311+G(2d,2p)/LANL2DZ 

basis sets were used for NOTA―Rb
+
 complex. 

Curly brackets indicate bond distances between heteroatoms and alkali metal ions in complexes in conformation 

'B'. 

The distances between the ions and heteroatoms for both 'A' and 'B' complexes increased 

down the group. The heteroatom-oxygen distances for all complexes match closely to the 

results in the literature regarding alkali metals with different molecules: Li
+
―O = 1.98

57, 58
; 

Na
+
―O= 2.34

59, 60
; K

+
―O = 2.76

60-62
; Rb

+
―O = 2.95

63-65
. The ion-heteroatoms distances for 

complexes in conformation 'B', however, are closer than those for complex 'A', with the 

increased competition between the six heteroatoms in complex 'A' resulting in a slight 

increase in the ion-heteroatom distances. The close proximity and high negative charge value 

of NOTA oxygen and nitrogen atoms, after geometry optimization, (see “Natural bond orbital 

(NBO) analysis” section, Table 6) signifies the importance of the contribution of these two 

atoms (N, O) for NOTA complexation with alkali metal ions. 

To evaluate the dispersion effect on the geometric parameters, the interatomic distances using 

the ωB97XD functional are reported in Table 8S. It can be noticed Average N―ion distances 

are smaller with ωB97XD than with B3LYP; hence, it can be inferred that, with this 

functional the nitrogen in NOTA plays a more important role to interact with the ions in 

comparison to B3LYP where the carboxyl arms were in close proximity with the ions. The 

optimized geometry of free NOTA using the ωB97XD functional is also provided in Figure 

3S. 

2.9. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis  

The charge transfer within the chelator-ion complexes is of importance, as it influences the 

interaction of alkali metals with NOTA. Charge transfer can be investigated using natural 

Complex Average O―ion distance (≤ 3 

Å) 

Average N―ion distance (≤ 3 Å) 

NOTA―Li
+
 2.06 {1.98} 2.26 {2.13} 

NOTA―Na
+
 2.34 {2.33} 2.58 {2.49} 

NOTA―K
+
 2.76 {2.71} 2.99 {2.96} 

NOTA―Rb
+
 2.90 {2.91} 3.22 {3.25} 
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bond orbital (NBO) analysis by monitoring the atom charges, change of atom charges upon 

complexation, and second order perturbation theory
66

 . 

2.9.1. Natural atomic charge analysis 

Natural atomic charge (NAC) estimation plays a role in applying quantum mechanical 

calculations to molecular systems, as the atomic charge affects the electronic structure, dipole 

moment and other properties of the molecule
51

. Charge distribution, within the NOTA 

complexes and from NOTA to the alkali metals, is reported in Table 6. The atoms in all the 

complexes have been categorized into groups (Figure 2), and the average natural atomic 

charges have been reported.  

The NBO analysis shows that there are considerable changes in the charges for the cations 

after complexation with alkali metals for all the complexes. For conformations 'A' and 'B', the 

alkali metals, with a charge of +1 before complexation, become less electron deficient after 

complexation, the atomic charge deficiency decreasing down the group, and implies that 

there was electron density transfer from NOTA to the alkali metal. The cations in complexes 

'A' are more electron deficient as more heteroatoms are involved in intermolecular NOTA-ion 

interactions. Furthermore, nitrogen and oxygen (O
C
) atoms are more negatively charged in 

the complexed―NOTA compared to the free NOTA. This implies that charge transfer 

occurred to those atoms upon complexation (Figure 3). The charges for the NOTA oxygen 

and nitrogen atoms are more negatively charged than all other atoms in the complexes, which 

explains the greater electrostatic interaction, and the closer distances of the oxygen atoms and 

nitrogen atoms to the alkali metals.  
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Table 6: Averages of natural atomic charges (NAC) of atoms in specified groups of NOTA complex 

with alkali metals and NOTA before complexation at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory. 

Bracket indicates values for complex 'B'. The numbers in () represent the number of atoms within the specific 

group shown in Figure 2. 

2.9.2. Second perturbation stabilization energies  

In this section, the possible charge transfer within NOTA and, between NOTA and alkali 

metals, using second order perturbation, is discussed. Second-order perturbation theory 

analysis for all the complexes is presented in the Table 7, which shows the average 

stabilization 𝐸2 values. The larger the 𝐸2 value, the greater the charge transfer between 

electron donors and electron acceptors.
67-69

  

 

 

  

Atom 

groups 

NOTA―Li
+
 

NOTA―Na
+
 

NOTA―K
+
 NOTA―Rb

+
 

Free NOTA 

Ion 0.48 

[0.63] 

0.69 

[0.77] 

0.77 

[0.84] 

0.79 

[0.85] 

Not applicable 

N (3) -0.59 

[-0.60] 

-0.59 

[-0.60] 

-0.58 

[-0.59] 

-0.58 

[-0.59] 

 

-0.57 

O
H
 (3) -0.66 

[-0.68] 

-0.66 

[-0.70] 

-0.66 

[-0.70] 

-0.66 

[-0.70] 

 

-0.71 

O
C
 (3) -0.60 

[-0.60] 

-0.63 

[-0.61] 

-0.63 

[-0.61] 

-0.63 

[-0.61] 

 

-0.61 

C
IN

(6) -0.17 

[-0.17] 

-0.17 

[-0.18] 

-0.18 

[-0.18] 

-0.17 

[-0.18] 

 

-0.18 

H
IN

 (12) 0.20 

[0.21] 

0.20 

[0.20] 

0.20 

[0.20] 

0.20 

[0.20] 

 

0.19 

C
A
 (3) -0.26 

[-0.26] 

-0.26 

[-0.26] 

-0.27 

[-0.27] 

-0.27 

[-0.26] 

-0.26 

 

HC
A
(6) 0.23 

[0.23] 

0.23 

[0.23] 

0.22 

[0.23] 

0.22 

[0.22] 

 

0.22 

C
(COOH)

(3) 0.84 

[0.84] 

0.83 

[0.82] 

0.83 

[0.82] 

0.83 

[0.82] 

 

0.81 

H
(COOH)

(3) 0.50 

[0.51] 

0.50 

[0.51] 

0.50 

[0.50] 

0.50 

[0.50] 

 

0.49 
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Table 7: The second-order perturbation energies, 𝐸2 (kcal/mol), corresponding to the most important 

charge transfer interaction (donor → acceptor) within NOTA―alkali metal complexes obtained by 

B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. 

Complexes Donor Acceptor 𝐸2(kcal/mol)  

Within NOTA 

NOTA―Li
+
 LP (O) σ* (C-O) 45.47 [56.17] 

NOTA―Na
+
 LP (O) σ* (C-O) 38.94 [54.40] 

NOTA―K
+
 LP (O) σ* (C-O) 38.82 [53.57] 

NOTA―Rb
+
 LP(O) σ* (C-O) 38.69 [53.28] 

NOTA LP(O) σ* (C-O) 43.46 [45.62] 

 From NOTA to ions  

NOTA―Li
+
 LP(O) LP*(Li

+
) 17.31 [23.33] 

NOTA―Na
+
 LP(O) LP*(Na

+
) 15.88 [12.28] 

NOTA―K
+
 LP(O) LP*(K

+
) 14.82 [9.45] 

NOTA―Rb
+
 LP(O) LP*(Rb

+
) 12.17 [7.42] 

Brackets indicate values for complex 'B'. 

The highest stabilization energy values, due to the charge transfer within NOTA, are electron 

donations from the LP in O
H
 to the antibonding acceptor σ* (C-O

C
). For conformations 'A' 

and 'B', the stabilization energy follows a decreasing order: NOTA―Li
+
 > NOTA―Na

+
 > 

NOTA―K
+
 > NOTA―Rb

+
. The stabilization energy values within complexes in 

conformation 'B' are greater than those in conformation 'A'. This signifies that the existence 

of a greater number of heteroatoms in close proximity to the cations in conformation 'A', 

leads to competition for heteroatom-ion interactions; this results in a reduced charge transfer 

per heteroatom. 

For complexes 'A' and 'B', the stabilization energy values for electron transfer from a lone 

pair of O
C
 of NOTA to a lone pair* of alkali metals, decreases down the group. There is a 

charge transfer from the nitrogen atom lone pair to the lone pair* of ions (Table 5S), 

although this is lower than that of the oxygen to ion charger transfers.  

The result of the second perturbation theory emphasises the fact that electron transfer is 

prevalent from oxygen and nitrogen atoms of NOTA to the alkali metals in the complexes. A 

similar result was obtained from our previous work, where we evaluated the interaction 

between diazacrown and sodium cation.
32

 A description of charge transfer that occurs from 

the NOTA molecule to the cations is represented in Figure 3, where arrows indicate the path 

of charge transfer.  
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Figure 3: Description of electrons transfers shown in NBO analysis. The curved arrows (a, b, c, cˊ 

and d) depict the direction of charge transfer; a: LP (O)  σ* (C=O), b: LP (O)  LP* (Ion), c: σ (C-

H) ring  σ (N-C), cˊ: σ (C-H) arm  σ (N-C), d: LP (N)  LP* (Ion). 

2.10. Analysis of NMR chemical shifts  

The 
1
H NMR of NOTA, in solutions containing Li

+
, Na

+
 and K

+ 
ions, was measured 

experimentally
30

, with the chemical shifts being influenced by the presence of the ions. To 

compare our theoretical results with the experiment, we performed the 
1
H NMR calculations 

in vacuum and water media (Table 8). This comparison is particularly informative, as it has 

been shown that the hydrogen atoms are a source of electron density from NOTA to the ions, 

and that the charge transfer should be the driving force for chemical shift changes. A detailed 

understanding of the chemical environment of the hydrogens, especially in relation to the 

alkali metal ions, can therefore be derived. Experimental and theoretical 
1
H chemical shifts 

(δ) are given in Table 8 for a set of NOTA― alkali metal complexes.  
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Table 8: Proton NMR chemical shifts (δ) of NOTA― alkali metal complexes in vacuum and water 

media. 

Proton δTheo 

Li
+
 (ppm) 

δExp 

(ppm) 

δTheo 

Na
+
 (ppm) 

δExp 

(ppm) 

δTheo 

K
+
 (ppm) 

δExp 

(ppm) 

 

G1 

7.18 [6.81] 

NAC=0.50 

Not reported 7.09 [6.84] 

NAC=0.50 

Not reported 6.99 [6.76] 

NAC=0.50 

Not reported 

 

G2 

3.83 [3.74] 

NAC=0.23 

3.76 

Δvac = 0.07 

Δsolv = -0.02 

3.71 [3.65] 

NAC=0.23 

3.48 

Δvac = 0.23 

Δsolv = 0.17 

3.69 [3.60] 

NAC=0.22 

3.52 

Δvac = 0.17 

Δsolv = 0.08 

 

G3 

3.23 [3.14] 

NAC=0.20 

3.26 

Δvac = -0.03 

Δsolv = -0.12 

 

3.34 [3.19] 

NAC=0.20 

3.03 

Δvac = 0.31 

Δsolv = -0.16 

 

3.20 [3.18] 

NAC=0.20 

3.06 

Δvac = -0.14 

Δsolv = -0.12 

 

G4 

3.00 [2.97] 

NAC=0.20 

Not reported 2.84 [2.88] 

NAC=0.20 

Not reported 2.58 [2.71] 

NAC=0.19 

Not reported 

 

G5 

2.68 [2.68] 

NAC=0.21 

Not reported 

 

2.80 [2.78] 

NAC=0.20 

2.98 

Δvac = -0.18 

Δsolv = -0.20 

2.95 [2.94] 

NAC=0.20 

3.03 

Δvac = -0.08 

Δsolv = -0.07 

G6 2.55 [2.52] 

NAC=0.21 

Not reported 2.40 [2.40] 

NAC=0.21 

Not reported 2.32 [2.33] 

NAC=0.20 

Not reported 

δExp are experimental results
30

. Δvac and Δsolv indicate the difference between the experimental and theoretical 

chemical shift, in vacuum and solvent, respectively.  

In most cases, the theoretical δ values follow a decreasing order down the group, which is 

due to the ions having a deshielding effect on the protons of the NOTA that are in close 

proximity. The decrease in the δ values is consistent with the decrease in the electron 

withdrawing effect of the ions, which causes a decline in NAC values down the group. It 

should be noted that the theoretical chemical shift values are in good agreement with the 

experiment (differences are less than 1 ppm), which indicates the suitability of the applied 

DFT functional and basis set. Furthermore, there is no significant difference between the 
1
H 

NMR in the vacuum and the water.  

Figure 4 shows the groups of protons (G1 to G6) characterized by different theoretical 

chemical shifts. It is notable that the theoretical NMR analysis implies that each group has 

different chemical environments, which could not be detected in the experiment. This 

motivated a measurement of the theoretical chemical shifts for all proton groups, for which a 

detailed discussion is provided.  
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Figure 4: NOTA―alkali ions complex based on the intensity of the different chemical shifts. G 

indicates the different groups of hydrogen. Hydrogen atoms with the same colour code belong to the 

same chemical environment. (Indicated by the number of the chemical Table 8). 

For both Na
+
 and K

+
 complexes, the highest δ values are found for the carboxyl protons (G1), 

which have the most positive atomic charges, followed by the proton of the methylene group 

(-CH2-) within the pendant arm (G2), this ranking of δ values agreeing with experimental 

results. The G3 to G6 are protons in the ring with the same functional group but different 

chemical environments, the protons in G3 having higher δ values than the other protons, 

which is caused by the G3 protons facing towards the each other.  

It should be noted that the δ ranking for G3 to G6 is not only caused by their proximity to the 

ion, but by their environment in relation to other atoms within the NOTA. This is evident by 

the fact that the δ ranking for the free NOTA is exactly the same as for complexed NOTA 

(Table 6S).The free NOTA G3 has the highest δ value amongst G3 to G6, which appears to 

be due to these protons facing towards each other. Furthermore, G2, G3 and G4 become less 

deshielded upon complexation, while G1, G5 and G6 become more deshielded. In contrast, 

natural atomic charges of all groups (G1-G6) are more positive upon complexation 

suggesting two different electronic effects that contribute to the chelation process. First, the 

inductive effect, through charge transfer from σ(C-H) ring to the σ(N-C), as demonstrated in 

Figure 3 (arrow C), could be responsible for the observed trend in natural atomic charges. 

Secondly, short-range coupling should affect δ values, although this effect is complicated by 

the chemical environment of the proton with respect to the other NOTA atoms as well as the 

ions.  
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2.11. Analysis of the frontier molecular orbitals  

Frontier molecular orbitals are the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO). The energy difference between the two 

frontier molecular orbitals (ΔELUMO-HOMO) is referred to as the ΔELUMO-HOMO, and is used to 

predict the reactivity and stability of transition metal complexes.
70,71,72 

A highly polarizable 

molecule is generally highly chemically reactive possesses low kinetic stability and low 

energy gap.
73

 The energy eigenvalue of the HOMO (EHOMO) is the energy of the highest 

occupied orbital containing electrons that are donated, while LUMO can be considered to be 

the lowest unoccupied orbital, with free places to accept.
74

 

To evaluate the stability of complexation, the HOMO and LUMO energy eigenvalue (EHOMO, 

ELUMO) of the NOTA― ion complexes, and individual components in the complexes, are 

presented in Table 9.  

Table 9: The EHOMO, ELUMO and ΔELUMO-HOMO of the optimized NOTA―ion structures at B3LYP/6-

311+G(d,p) level of theory 

Complexes/ions  EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV) ΔELUMO-HOMO 

(eV) 

Li
+
 -63.92 -6.95 56.97 

Na
+
 -39.16 -7.10 24.33 

K
+
 -26.53 -5.94 20.59 

Rb
+
 -22.88 -5.53 17.34 

NOTA -7.80 -2.86 4.93 

NOTA―Li
+
 -9.11 [-8.17] -3.27 [-3.35] 5.84[-4.81] 

NOTA―Na
+
 -8.92 [-8.14] -3.20 [-3.39] 5.72 [-4.76] 

NOTA―K
+
 -8.79 [-8.11] -3.17 [-3.40] 5.62 [-4.71] 

NOTA―Rb
+
 -8.84 [-8.14] -3.28 [-3.50] 5.57 [-4.64] 

Bracket indicates values for complexes in conformation 'B' 

The EHOMO energy value of the individual alkali metal becomes less negative down the group. 

In conformations 'A' and 'B' , the EHOMO becomes less negative down the group from Li
+
 to 

K
+
, whilst EHOMO for NOTA―Rb

+
 is slightly higher than for the K

+
 complex, which could be 

an artefact of using a different basis sets for Rb
+
. The EHOMO values for conformation 'A' are 

slightly more negative than those for 'B' due to the greater stability of conformation in the 

former.  

A question may arise regarding the impact on EHOMO of NOTA upon complexation with each 

ion. The presence of the ion, in the NOTA complexes, has a significant effect on the EHOMO 
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of the complexes, and increases the ability of NOTA to donate an electron; this effect is 

decreased down the alkali metal series. 

The ΔELUMO-HOMO gap is a commonly used stability index,
75

 the higher its value, the more 

stable the chemical system.
76

 For the alkali metal ions before complexation, the order is 

Li
+
>Na

+
>K

+
>Rb

+
. The ΔELUMO-HOMO for free metals is significantly higher than the 

complexes. For both conformations 'A' and 'B', the ΔELUMO-HOMO energy gap decreases down 

the group in the following order: NOTA―Li
+
> NOTA―Na

+
> NOTA―K

+
> NOTA―Rb

+
. 

However, the ΔELUMO-HOMO gap for complexes in conformation 'A' is slightly greater than 

that of complexes 'B'. This signifies that complexes in conformation 'A', with six atoms in 

close proximity to the cations, are more stable than conformation 'B', with only four atoms. 

The ΔELUMO-HOMO energy gap values imply that the stability for the alkali metal, and that of 

the NOTA―ion complexes, decreases down the group.  

2.11.1.   DFT-based properties related to chelator―ion stability  

Density Functional Theory can be used to calculate the global reactivity descriptors, such as 

chemical potential, hardness, softness .
77

 Ionization potential describes the capability of an 

atom or molecule to donate electrons, while electron affinity describes the capability of an 

atom or molecule to attract electrons. Chemical hardness describes the resistance to 

modification in electron distribution, and correlates with the stability and reactivity of the 

chemical system. The inverse of the hardness is expressed as the global softness.
78,79

 A hard 

molecule should have a large ΔELUMO-HOMO energy gap, and a soft molecule should have a 

small one.
78, 80

 

The calculated DFT-based quantities, such as electron affinity (EA), ionization potential (IP), 

chemical hardness (η) and softness (S) for the complexes are presented in Table 10.  
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Table 10: DFT-based quantities for alkali metals (Li
+
, Na

+
, K

+
 and Rb

+
) complexes with NOTA, 

calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory. 

Complex EA (eV) IP (eV) η (eV) S (eV) 

Li
+
 -5.62 76.04 40.83 0.01 

Na
+
 -5.42 47.62 26.52 0.02 

K
+
 -4.50 31.69 18.10 0.03 

Rb
+
 -4.30 27.92 16.11 0.03 

NOTA 0.60 7.11 3.26 0.15 

NOTA―Li
+
 -2.44 

[-2.73] 

11.58 

[11.04] 

7.01 

[6.89] 

0.071 

[0.0726] 

NOTA―Na
+
 -2.40 

[-2.80] 

11.47 

[10.96] 

6.94 

[6.88] 

0.072 

[0.0727] 

NOTA―K
+
 -2.41 

[-2.84] 

11.28 

[10.77] 

6.84 

[6.81] 

0.073 

[0.0735] 

NOTA―Rb
+
 -2.41 

[ -2.94] 

11.09 

[10.61] 

6.75 

[6.77] 

0.074 

[0.0738] 
Parenthesis indicates values of complex 'B' 

For the free metals, the electron affinity (EA) becomes less negative and the ionization 

potential (IP) becomes less positive, which leads to a decreasing chemical hardness down the 

group.  

A comparison of free-NOTA with the complexes revealed that the presence of the ions leads 

to an increase in hardness, and therefore an increase in stability upon complexation. The 

smaller the ion, the greater the hardness, this observation being consistent with the trend in 

interaction energies and thermochemical properties (Tables 2 and 3). Furthermore, these 

results indicate that the ability of the complexes to exchange electrons, and their electron 

polarizability, increases down the group.  

The hardness values for conformations 'A' and 'B' follows a similar decreasing order, 

although conformation 'A', with 6 heteroatoms interacting with ions, has a higher hardness 

values. It is notable that the decreasing order of hardness is consistent with the decreasing 

ΔELUMO-HOMO. The softness value is the inverse of the hardness value, and thus follows an 

increasing order down the group.  

2.12. Implication of results  

The outcome of the present study revealed a significant level of intermolecular interaction 

between alkali metals and NOTA. The electronic structure properties, such as interaction 

energy, frontier molecular orbitals, 
1
H NMR chemical shifts, hardness, ionization potential 
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and electron affinity values, offer an explanation for the stability of NOTA―alkali metal 

complexes. It should be noted that the structural stability of chelator―ion complexes is one 

of the factors that influences the radiolabelling efficiency
3
. This implies that the presence of 

competitive alkali metals in the body may have a significant effect on the radiolabelling yield 

of NOTA.  

The displacement of radio metals, as a result of competition from alkali metals or other 

competing ions, can be disastrous, as some radio metals, when released from bifunctional 

chelators (BFC), are stored in some organs in the body. For example, 
89

Zr and 
68

Ga are 

known to accumulate in the bone, where 
64

Cu accumulates in the liver.
3
 Furthermore, it is 

assumed that the rate of the competition of alkali metals with radio metals, during 

complexation with NOTA, decreases down the group, as NOTA―Li
+ 

is
 
the most stable 

complex. Another factor that should be noted is that the concentration of alkali metals in the 

biological system varies considerably: Li
+
=3.1×10

-8
 kg/kg, Na

+ 
=2.5×10

-3
 kg/kg, K

+
=1.5×10

-3 

kg/kg, Rb
+
 4.6×10

-6 
kg/kg.

81
 Despite Li

+
 being the most optimal match to NOTA (Tables 2 

and 3), it might not constitute much competition as it is in low quantities in the body. Na
+
 and 

K
+
 are in much higher quantities and can reasonably bind with NOTA, which can constitute 

competition with radio metals for complexation with NOTA. Amongst the aforementioned 

ions, Na
+
 should be the greatest competitor, as it has the highest concentration and binds 

more strongly to NOTA than K
+
. There is a need to establish the level of alkali metal 

competition with radio metals by comparing the stability of NOTA―radio metal with 

NOTA―alkali metal complexes. It is therefore our future intention to evaluate the 

complexation of NOTA chelator with some selected radio metals. This information can be 

used to propose chelators that bind to alkali metals less strongly than NOTA does, yet 

maintains radio metal stability. 

2.13. Conclusions 

Density Functional Theory (DFT), at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d, 2p) level of theory, has been 

used to determine quantum chemical quantities that occurred in the complexation process of 

NOTA with alkali metals (Li
+
, Na

+
, K

+
 and Rb

+
). We reported on two groups of complexes, 

namely in conformation 'A', have six hetero atoms in close proximity to the cations, while 

complexes in conformation 'B' have six hetero atoms in close proximity. Complex 'A' is more 

stable than complex 'B', as is evidenced by more negative interaction and relaxation energies, 

and higher ΔELUMO-HOMO values. The obtained theoretical
 1

H NMR chemical shifts of NOTA, 
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in vacuum and water media, agreed with experimental observation. The deshielding effect of 

the ions on the protons of NOTA lead to a decrease in NAC and δ values down the group. 

Overall, the interaction energies, bond distances, NBO and chemical shift analysis, global 

reactivity-related properties, chemical hardness and softness revealed a significant level of 

interaction between NOTA and alkali metal ions, with the stability of NOTA―alkali metal 

complexes decreasing down the periodic table. Consequently, the presence of alkali metal 

ions, specifically Na
+
, which is the most abundant in the body, can compete with radio metals 

for complexation with NOTA and affect the radiolabelling yield. Understanding the 

competitive non-covalent interactions of NOTA with alkali metals will provide important 

information for our ongoing project of matching the appropriate chelators with specific radio 

metals. 
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Abstract 

1,4,7 triazacyclononane-1,4,7 triacetic acid (NOTA)  is a key bifunctional chelator utilized 

for the complexation of a large number of metal ions in radiopharmaceutical applications; the 

ability of these chelators depends on the strength of their binding with the ions.  The focus of 

the present work is to evaluate the complexation of Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+ 

radiometal ions 

with NOTA using density functional theory (B3LYP functional) and 6-311+G(2d,2p) or 

DGDZVP basis sets.  

Interaction and relaxation energies, Gibbs free energies and entropies show that the 

Ga
3+

―NOTA complex is the most stable while the Cu
2+

―NOTA complex is the least stable. 

Implicit water solvation affects the complexation of NOTA―ions, causes a decrease in the 

stability of the system; Ga
3+

―NOTA complex is the least affected by solvent.   NBO analysis 

performed through the natural population charges and second order perturbation analysis 

reveals charge transfer between NOTA and radiometal ions. The theoretical
 1

H NMR 

chemical shifts of NOTA, in vacuum and water media, are in good agreement with 

experiment; these values are influenced by the presence of the ions, which have a deshielding 

effect on the protons of NOTA. Global scalar properties such as HOMO/LUMO energies, 

ΔELUMO-HOMO gap, chemical hardness and softness values confirms that the  NOTA―Cu
2+

 

complex, which  has a singly occupied molecular orbital, has the  lowest ΔELUMO-HOMO value,  

the least chemical hardness value and the highest chemical softness value.  It is however 

noted that the hardness value and ΔELUMO-HOMO gap values of the complexes varies 

considerable.  This can, however, be attributed to the different positions of the metals on the 

periodic table (Cu
2+

 and Sc
3+

 are both transition metals while In
3+

 and Ga
3+

 are group III 

metals with different ionic radii). 
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A notable conclusion that can be made from the present study is that the different positions of 

the different ions influenced their interactions with NOTA. Furthermore, the study affirms 

that amongst other radiometal ions, Ga
3+

 can be used to effectively radiolabel NOTA chelator 

for radiopharmaceutical usage as it binds tightly to NOTA and more stable with NOTA when 

compared to other ions under investigation. 

Keywords: 1, 4, 7 triazacyclononane-1,4,7 triacetic acid (NOTA); Density functional theory 

(DFT); Natural bond orbital (NBO). 

3.1. Introduction 

For more than 30 years, nuclear imaging modalities have transformed the field of analytical  

medicine, particularly cardiology, neurology, and oncology.
1, 2

 Early detection of disease,  

convenient deployment of therapies and  easy access of the efficacy of a particular therapy
3
,  

justifies the reason for the increase in the use of chelators in molecular imaging. Molecular 

imaging adequately allows   visualizing, characterisation and evaluation of not only the 

molecular,    cellular entities of the human body system but also  the whole organs in the 

body,  using some distinct imaging probes without interfering with biological functions.
4
 

Radiometals (e.g., 
64

Cu, 
89

Zr, 
68

Ga, 
86

Y and 
99m

Tc) are used with imaging devices to provide 

labelling of biologically important macromolecules like proteins, peptides and antibodies, 

which are  responsible for diagnosis or treating of various diseases.
5
 Furthermore, the 

existence of biological targeting agents with a different range of half-lives, necessitates the 

need to produce new radionuclides with half-lives that match their biological properties.
6, 7

. 

For example, agents that can stay for a long period of time  in-vivo  can be labelled with 

gallium-68 (
68

Ga:  t1/2 =68 min) or technetium-99m (
99

Tc: t1/2 = 6 h), while vectors that 

demand longer amounts of time to reach their target can be labelled with copper-64 (
64

Cu:  

t1/2 =12.7 h), yttrium-86 (
86

Y: t1/2 =14.7 h), indium-111 (
111

In: t1/2 =2.8 days), or zirconium-89 

(
89

Zr: t1/2 = 3.2 days).
7-9

 Before these isotopes can be used for a particular biological 

application, there is need to seclude the  ‘free’ radiometal ions  from aqueous solution, using 

chelators (ligands) to prevent the transchelation and hydrolysis processes
6
. Chelators are a 

crucial component of  radiopharmaceutical procedures, that is used to  form a tight, stable 

coordination complex by binding the radiometal ion firmly together so that it can be properly 

connected to a preferred molecular target in vivo
6
.  
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Chelators that are commonly used to produce radiopharmaceuticals are bifunctional chelators 

(BFCs). As the name implies, BFCs are chelators that consist of one functional group 

covalently conjugated to a targeting vector (e.g. peptides, antibodies) and a chelating unit, 

which connects the radioisotope to form a complex. 
6, 10, 11

  

A plethora of studies have been performed on diverse chelators combined with different 

radiometal ions, for purpose of comparison or identifying a gold standard chelator for a 

particular radiometal. M.A. Deri et al.,
12

 confirms that the use of 
89

Zr with 3,4,3-(Li-1,2,-

HOPO) is a superior replacement to Desferrioxamine (DFO) because, 
89

Zr-HOPO is 

completely emptied from the body without any sign of demetalation. A research by Gabor 

Mate et al., asserts that radiolabelling chelators NOPO and NOPA (1,4,7-triazacyclononane-

7-acetic-1,4-bismethylenephosphinic acid) with 
68

Ga exhibits a better labelling efficiency at 

room temperature and 95
o
C compared to  NO2AP (1, 4, 7, triazacyclononane- 4,7 diacetic -1- 

[methylene(2-carboxyethl] phosphinic) acid.
13

 Darpan and co-workers discovered that the 

macrocyclic bifunctional chelator that incorporates propylene cross-bridges is capable of 

forming strong complex with Cu.
14

 A recent review on some features and current 

development in using antibodies to target radionuclides for tumor imaging and therapy was 

published by Kraeber-Bodere et al.
15

  

The chelator under investigation in the present study is 1, 4, 7 triazacyclononane-1,4,7 

triacetic acid (NOTA). NOTA, a hexadentate chelator is one of the most extensively 

investigated macrocyclic BFCs,  utilized for the complexation of a large number of bi- and 

trivalent metal ions.
16

  NOTA chelator has the geometry of the N3O3 coordination sphere and 

consists of three carboxylic (―COOH) functional arms (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. NOTA, 1, 4, 7-triazacyclononane-1,4,7- triacetic acid, coordination number = 6, N3O3. 
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All the aforementioned studies are experimental and investigation into the literature reveals 

that, there have been little or no theoretical investigations to evaluate the complexation of 

NOTA with radiometal ions.  We have recently reported DFT studies of NOTA complexation 

with alkali metal ions
17

; it was concluded that there is a significant level of interaction 

between NOTA and alkali metals.        

The present study however, is focused on evaluating the complexation of NOTA with 

selected radiometal ions (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+

) using Density Functional Theoretical 

(DFT). It should be noted that Cu
2+

 and Sc
3+

 are both transition metals whereas In
3+

 and Ga
3+

 

are group III metals.  The main objective of this study is to compare DFT results with 

experimental binding constants and to understand the molecular and electronic factors, which 

dictate the binding of NOTA with different radiometal ions; the information gained should 

then be used to aid in the selection of the radiometal and chelator for radiopharmaceuticals.   

A further objective is to ascertain whether or not there exists competition between radiometal 

and alkali metal ions, found in the body, upon complexation with NOTA. 

3.2 Computational details  

The Gaussian 09 program
18, 19

 was used to perform all quantum chemical calculations. The 

Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP)
20, 21

 hybrid exchange correlation functional was 

used
22-25

.  The 6-311+G(2d,2p)
22

 basis set was used for NOTA and  the DGDZVP basis set 

was applied for the radiometal ions for all complexes. 

Interaction energies (Eint) between NOTA and the different metal ions were calculated using 

the following equation
26

: 

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐿1―𝑀𝑂𝐿2 − 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐿2 − 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐿1                                       (1) 

 

MOL1 and MOL2 are components of the complex.  For instance, in the NOTA―Cu
2+

 

complex, MOL1 represents a NOTA molecule and MOL2 represents Cu
2+

.  
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Figure 2 Conformation of the NOTA―radiometal ion complexes. The dotted lines in the diagrams 

indicate intermolecular distances between radiometal ions and hetero atoms that are in close 

proximity. H
IN

, C
IN

, N are hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen atoms in the ring, respectively. HC
A
 are 

hydrogen atoms attached to the arm.
 
 C

(COOH)
, H

(COOH)
 are carbon and hydrogen atoms in the functional 

group. O
H
 is  hydroxyl oxygen atoms and O

C
 is carbonyl oxygen atoms. 

Relaxation energy measures the degree to which the ion affects the conformation of the 

NOTA
27-29

 and was calculated by subtracting the complexation energy value (unrelaxed) 

from the interaction energy (relaxed).  This process involves the geometry optimization of the 

cations and NOTA, the cation was separated from the NOTA molecule and two different 

situations were compared. First, the single point energy of the NOTA in that configuration 

was performed. Secondly, a further geometry optimization of the NOTA was carried out to 

allow the NOTA molecule to relax.  The difference in energy between these two cases is the 

relaxation energy. 

The solvent effect on the NOTA complexation with radiometal ions was evaluated using, the 

Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) using integral equation-formalism polarizable 

continuum model (IEF-PCM). Thermodynamic properties (free energy, enthalpy, and 

entropy) were performed.  The vibrational, translational and rotational contributions to 

entropy were calculated using normal mode analysis.
30

 The second-order Fock matrix was 

presented to assess the donor-acceptor interaction in the system.
31, 32

  A clearer picture of the 

electron delocalization between NOTA and the ions  in the complexes; that is, the donor and 

acceptor orbitals, with the highest stabilization energy in term of E
2
 from the second order 
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theory was investigated.
33

 The second order perturbation energy E
2
 of the occupied NBO (i) 

of an electron donor, which interacts with unoccupied NBO (j) of electron acceptor, is 

defined by the expression: 

𝐸2 =
𝑞𝑖𝐹(𝑖, 𝑗)2

𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑖
                                                           (2) 

The energy values of the highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO) and the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (ELUMO) of all the complexes were calculated.  Several other 

electronic properties such as ionization potential (IP), electronic affinities (EA), hardness (η) 

and softness (S) were calculated. The ionisation potential (IP) is defined as the difference in 

ground state energy between the radical cationic (Ec) and the neutral species (En): 

𝐼𝑃 =  𝐸𝐶 −  𝐸𝑛                                                        (3) 

The electron affinity (EA) is defined as the difference in ground state energy between the 

radical anionic (Ea) and its corresponding neutral species (En):   

𝐸𝐴 =  𝐸𝑎 − 𝐸𝑛                                                         (4)  

The term "neutral" is actually the standard charge state, for instance, the charge state for Cu
2+

 

is +2, and therefore the cationic and anionic species would have +3 and +1 charges, 

respectively.  

The DFT-based  structural features (chemical hardness, η, and softness, S) were obtained 

using the following equations
34, 35

 : 

𝜂 = 1/2(𝐼𝑃 − 𝐸𝐴)                                                       (𝟓) 

 

𝑆 =
1

2𝜂
                                                                     (𝟔) 

3.3 RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

For a clearer data interpretation, the classification of atoms in the NOTA―radiometal ion 

complexes was made based on the position, connectivity of the atoms and different functional 

groups, which dictates their different chemical environment (Figure 2).  
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3.4 Interaction and relaxation energies 

The interaction energies of the NOTA―radiometal ion complexes, basis set superposition 

error (BSSE) and relaxation energies for complexes are shown in this section to gain insight 

into the binding of NOTA with the radiometal ions. The interaction energy values provide us 

with a measure of the specific interactions that are important for the complexation of NOTA 

with radiometal ions. The interaction energies (Eint) of the complexes in vacuum and solvent, 

BSSE energy (E
BSSE

) values and relaxation energies (Erelax) of the complexes are reported in 

Table 1.   

Table 1: Interaction energy values of the complexes in vacuum and with implicit water solvation 

Basis set superposition error (BSSE) energy values and relaxation energy values of the complexes. 

Complex Eint 

kcal mol
-1

 

 

Erelax 

kcal mol
-1

 

 

E
BSSE 

kcal mol
-1

 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -410.37 [-201.2] 12.20 11.13 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 -639.18 [-142.51] 24.00 21.25 

NOTA―In
3+

 -655.51 [-365.34] 24.37 14.83 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 -810.59 [-507.35] 36.01 8.19 
Brackets indicate interaction energy values of the complexes in solvent 

Eint: Interaction energy; EBSSE: Basis sets superposition error 

The interaction energy values follow the order NOTA―Ga
3+

> NOTA―In
3+

> NOTA―Sc
3+

> 

NOTA―Cu
2+

.  The order of the interaction energies can be rationalized when we consider 

the different features of the ion.  Ga
3+

 is in the same group as In
3+

(group III) but is a smaller 

ion and, therefore, should have a stronger interaction.  This is in agreement with results of our 

previous work, where it was found that the interaction strength of alkali metal ions increased 

up the group of the periodic table.
17

  The difference in interaction energy between Sc
3+

 and 

Cu
2+

, both transition metals, is related to their charge, Sc
3+

 being +3 has a stronger interaction 

than that of Cu
2+

 with a +2 charge. 

The long range and dispersion interactions were taken into account by performing the 

geometry optimization of the complexes using the ωb97XD functionals and the interaction 

energies are also reported in Table 4S. The differences between interaction energies obtained 

by B3LYP and the ωB97XD functional may be due to different factors contributing to 

complexation the since dispersion should have a less significant effect on the reported, large 

interaction energies in Table 1. In other words, it is assumed that the observed range of Eint 

values are far stronger than intermolecular in nature and should be treated as bonding 

interactions. It is notable that the interaction energies obtained with both B3LYP and 
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ωb97XD functionals corresponds to the same trend. Thus, the results obtained with B3LYP 

are qualitatively similar. 

3.4.1. Solvent effect 

To gain an understanding of how NOTA―radiometal ion complexes behave in bulk water, 

the IEFPCM solvation model was used to calculate the interaction energies of the complexes 

in implicit water (Table 1).  The results reveal that in the presence of water solvent, the 

interaction energy values of the systems are significantly lower than the interaction energy 

values in the absence of water. The interaction of NOTA―radiometal ions in water solvent is 

less favourable and less stable because the presence of water creates competitions and 

interferes with the stability of the system.  It should be noted that in water medium Cu
2+

 has 

more attractive interaction energy than Sc
3+

; this is because the solvation has less effect on 

the Cu
2+

, which has a lower charge than Sc
3+

. In both solvent and vacuum, Ga
3+

 has more 

negative interaction energy than all other complexes. 

3.5 Thermodynamic properties     

To gain an insight into the  favorability of NOTA―ion complexation, the analysis of the 

enthalpies, Gibbs free energies, entropy and its individual contributions (translational, 

rotational, and vibrational) of the radiometal ions complexed with NOTA are discussed 

(Table 2). 

Table 2: Enthalpies, Gibb free energies, entropy and its individual contributions, (translational, 

rotational, and vibrational) of the radiometal ions complexed with NOTA. 

Complexes ΔH 

kcal mol
-1

 

ΔG 

kcal mol
-1

 

ΔS  

cal mol
-1

 K
-1

 

ΔSRot  

cal mol
-1

 K
-1

 

ΔSTrans 

cal mol
-1

 K
-1

 

ΔSVib  

cal mol
-1

 K
-1

 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -389.16 -376.352 -52.58 -0.52 -37.78 -14.28 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 -618.00 -605.08 -52.94 -0.34 -36.92 -15.68 

NOTA―In
3+

 -634.29 -622.38 -49.55 -0.27 -39.18 -10.11 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 -788.96 -773.87 -60.20 -0.60 -38.00 -21.60 

 

ΔH values are significantly less negative than the interaction energy values (Table 1).  The 

ΔH and ΔG, values for the complexes, follows the order; NOTA―Ga
3+

> NOTA―In
3+

> 

NOTA―Sc
3+

> NOTA―Cu
2+

 matching the trend of the interaction energy values. The ΔS 

values are all negative as there is a loss in entropy due to two species, ion and NOTA, 

becoming one complex. The negative ΔS values act against the stability of the complexation 

of NOTA with radiometal ions considering the equation: ΔG=ΔH-TΔS.  This is similar to the 

result of our previous study on the complexation of NOTA with alkaline metals.
17

 The ΔS 
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values of NOTA―Cu
2+

 and NOTA―In
2+ 

are similar but ΔS for NOTA―Ga
3+ 

is 

considerably more negative (Table 2).   The main factor that dictates the more negative ΔS 

value is the more negative vibrational contribution to the entropy change (Table 2S); this 

change should be related to the greater interaction strength as stronger vibrational modes will 

restrict the freedom of the complex to a greater extent. 

Table 3.  Thermodynamic properties for NOTA―ion complexes in solvent. 

Complexes ΔH  

(kcal mol
-1

) 

ΔG 

(kcal mol
-1

) 

ΔS 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

ΔSRot  

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

ΔSTrans 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

ΔSVib 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -197.34 -186.19 -42.37 -0.43 -37.78 -4.16 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 -139.23 -124.61 -49.02 -0.23 -36.92 -11.87 

NOTA―IN
3+

 -361.94 -348.11 -46.42 -0.19 -39.17 -7.05 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 -492.01   -446.68 -50.20 -0.53 -38.00 -11.68 

 

3.5.1. Solvent effect 

The effect of implicit solvation on the enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and entropy was 

considered.  Table 3 shows that the ΔH and ΔG values of the complexes are significantly less 

negative than the ΔH and ΔG values of the complexes in the absence of water (Table 2); this 

predictably follows the behaviour of the interaction energies in water medium.  The ΔS 

values are less negative in water medium than in vacuum and this is due to less negative 

vibrational contributions, which is caused by weaker NOTA―ion interactions. 

Table 2S shows a decrease in vibrational entropy for free NOTA (difference of -9.52 cal mol
-

1
 K

-1
) upon solvation which account for the increase in ΔSVib of the complexes.  The reason 

for the drastic change in vibrational entropy could be attributed to the fact that in vacuum, 

there is great repulsion between the carboxylic pendant arms, which causes the distance 

between these arms to be greater than in water medium where the repulsion between arms is 

reduced (Figure 1S).   The larger distance between carboxylic arms may lead to an increase 

in structural flexibility of NOTA, and hence, an increase in entropy compared to the shorter 

distance that appears in water medium.  These findings are similar to our previous study on 

the complexation of NOTA with alkali metal ions.
17

  

3.6 Comparison of experimental and theoretical binding constants 

The theoretical and experimental Gibbs free energies (ΔGtheo and ΔGexp) of the selected 

complexes.
6, 7

 are related to the experimental binding constants (logKexp) using Vant Hoff 

equation (ΔG = -RTlnK). Experimental ΔGexp and theoretical binding constants (logKtheo) 
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were calculated at the standard temperature (298K) and molar gas constant R (8.315 Jk
-1

mol
-

1
). The experimental and theoretical values of both the Gibbs free energies and binding 

constants are reported in Table 4.   

Table 4. Experimental and theoretical Gibbs free energies and binding constant values. 

Complexes ΔGtheo  

(kcal mol
-1

) 

ΔGexp 

(kcal mol
-1

) 

logKexp logKtheo 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -186.19 -12.78 21.65 314.62 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 -124.61 -9.75 16.57 210.57 

NOTA―In
3+

 -348.11 -15.51 26.28 588.23 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 -446.68 -18.35 31.04 754.78 

 

It should be noted that although the experimental Gibbs free energies are significantly more 

negative than the theoretical ΔG values and the theoretical binding constant values are 

significantly higher that the experimental binding constants, both the experimental and 

theoretical values follow the same trend. This reveals an agreement between the experimental 

and theoretical results. The difference between the calculated binding constants (logKtheo) 

with experiment (logKexp) might be due to the fact that at specific temperature, pH and 

solvent which affect the stability constants were not defined in our calculations. 

3.7 Geometries and Interatomic distances  

To further validate the  theoretically optimized structures of NOTA―radiometal ion 

complexes with experimentally observed conformations, the geometries of the complexes 

were compared with experiment.
6, 7

  This analysis is also helpful to assess the strength of 

intermolecular interactions between NOTA and radiometal ions.  

The geometry of NOTA―Cu
2+

 was reported as distorted trigonal prism
36, 37

, NOTA―Ga
3+

, 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 and NOTA―In
3+

 as distorted octahedral.
38

 
39-44

 Figures 3 and 4 show the 

geometries of NOTA―Cu
2+

 and NOTA―Ga
3+

 complexes. Figure 3 shows distorted trigonal 

prism geometry for NOTA―Cu
2+

, experiment (Cu
a
) and theoretical (Cu

b
), and Figure 4 

shows the distorted octahedral geometry for the rest of the complexes under study.  
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Figure 3. The distorted trigonal prism geometry of NOTA―Cu

2+
 complex.  Cu

a
 indicates geometry 

from literature.
7
 Cu

b
 indicates geometry from our geometry optimization. 

 

 

Figure 4. The distorted octahedral geometry of NOTA―Ga
3+

 complex.  Ga
a
 indicates geometry 

from literature.
7
  Ga

b
 indicates geometry from our geometry optimization. 

It can be noticed that our results qualitatively match experimental crystal structure results. 

The short-range interatomic distances between the radiometal ions and NOTA’s heteroatoms, 

in each optimized complex, were reported in Table 5. This analysis was performed to analyse 

and assess the level of intermolecular interaction between NOTA and radiometal ions. 

Heteroatom-ion distances lower than 3.0 Å were considered for all complexes.  The average 

interatomic distances were recorded for all the complexes. 
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Table 5. The  interatomic distances between radiometal ions (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+

) and NOTA’s 

heteroatoms in the optimized structure at B3LYP/6-311G+(2d, 2p) and DGDZVP  basis sets. O
C
 and 

N are presented in Figure 2. Heteroatom-ion distances ≤ 3 Å were considered as the short-range 

interatomic distances for the selected complexes. 

Brackets indicate bond distances between heteroatoms and radiometal ions in complexes in water. 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 complex with the highest interaction energy (-810.59 kcal mol
-1

) has the 

shortest ion-heteroatom distances (Table 5).  It should be noted that, the close proximity of 

the heteroatom―ions (OC and N) of NOTA to the ions, after optimization, and the high 

negative charge (see “Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis” section, Table 6) indicate that 

both oxygen and nitrogen atoms are important binding elements during the complexation of 

NOTA with radiometal ions.  This observation is similar to our previous study of NOTA 

complexation with alkali metals
17

.  It is notable that the proximity of the heteroatoms to the 

ions varies considerably; the nitrogen atom of the NOTA―Cu
2+

 complex is closer to the ion 

than the nitrogen of NOTA―Sc
3+

 even though the NOTA―Cu
2+

 complex is less stable than 

the NOTA―Sc
3+

. Furthermore, the oxygen atoms of NOTA are the farthest in distance to the 

Sc
3+ 

ion regardless of the fact that it is more stable than NOTA―Cu
2+

 and NOTA―Sc
3+

 

complexes; this can be attributed to the larger size of In
3+

, which is a row lower in the 

periodic table than the other ions.  It should be noted that the interatomic distances between 

ions and heteroatoms in solvent are similar to the distances in vacuum for all the complexes.   

To evaluate the dispersion effect on the geometric parameters, the interatomic distances using 

ωB97XD functional are reported in Table 5S. It can be observed that the average distances 

between the hetero-atoms are shorter with ωB97XD than with B3LYP; this could be due to 

the inclusion of dispersion contributions in ωB97XD within the selected complexes. 

 

3.8. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis  

The charge transfer within the chelator-ion complexes is of importance because it influences 

the interaction of radiometal ions with NOTA. Charge transfer can be investigated using 

Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis through monitoring the atom charges, change of atom 

charges upon complexation and second order perturbation theory
45

 . 

Complex  O
C
 ―ion  ( ≤ 3Å) N―ion ( ≤ 3Å) 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 2.13 [2.15] 2.16 [2.15] 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 2.09 [2.15] 2.34 [2.36] 

NOTA―In
3+

 2.18 [2.19] 2.33 [2.31] 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 2.01 [2.01] 2.11  [2.10] 
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Natural atomic charge estimation plays a role in the application of quantum mechanical 

calculations for molecular systems because atomic charge affects the electronic structure, 

dipole moment and other properties of the molecule
31

. Charge distribution within the NOTA 

complexes and from NOTA to the radiometal ions is reported in Table 6.  The atoms in all 

the complexes have been categorized into groups (Figure 2) and the average natural atomic 

charges have been reported.  

The NBO analysis shows that for all the complexes, there are considerable changes in 

charges for the cations after complexation with radiometal ions. The complexes, with initial 

charge of +2 for Cu
2+

 and +3 for Sc
3+

, In
3+

 and Ga
3+

, before complexation, become less 

electron deficient after complexation. The charges of Cu
2+

, Sc
3+

, In
3+

 and Ga
3+

, after 

complexation, are 1.02, 1.93, 2.05 and 1.89, respectively. The observed charge reduction, 

particularly for In
3+

 and Ga
3+

, which are in the same group of the periodic table, could be a 

key factor in the stronger interaction energies observed in Table 1.  

Furthermore, for all complexes, N, O
C
, C

IN
 and C

A
 are more negatively charged in the 

complexed NOTA than in the free NOTA. Conversely, H
IN

, H
CA

, C
COOH

 and H
COOH

 are more 

positively charged in the complexed NOTA than in the free NOTA. This is an indication that 

there was electron density transfer from NOTA to the radiometal ions upon complexation 

(Table 6); this will be addressed in more detail using second order perturbation theory in the 

next section.  
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Table 6. Natural atomic charges (NAC) of atoms in optimized structure of NOTA complex with radio 

metals and NOTA before complexation at B3LYP/6-311G+(2d,2p) and DGDZVP basis sets. 

The numbers in parentheses represent the number of atoms within the specific group shown in Figure 2. 

3.9. Second perturbation stabilization energies  

The second-order Fock matrix was presented to evaluate the donor–acceptor interactions in 

the system.
31, 46

.  The larger the stabilization energy(E2), the greater the charge transfer 

between electron donors and electron acceptors.
47-49

  The second-order perturbation theory 

analysis for all the complexes shows the charge transfer within NOTA―ion complexes 

(Table 7).  

The observed depletion of NAC charges of the ions (Table 6) should be attributed to charge 

transfer from NOTA to the ions.  This was observed for all NOTA―ion complexes where the 

highest stabilization energy values for electron transfer from NOTA to ions are from the lone 

pair (LP) of the nitrogen atom of NOTA to the LP* of the radiometal ions; this follows the 

order, NOTA―Ga
3+

>NOTA―In
3+

>NOTA―Sc
3+

>NOTA―Cu
2+

, which matches that of the 

interaction energy values (Table 1). There are charge transfers from LP orbitals of O
C
 atoms 

to LP* of the ions but these are less evident than the transfer from the LP of nitrogen atoms.  

It is noticed that the presence of different ions within the complexes can affect the charge 

transfer within NOTA.  The highest E
2
 values within NOTA are electron donations from LP 

orbitals in O
H
 to the antibonding acceptor σ*(C-O

C
).  The stabilization energy follows the 

order: NOTA―Ga
3+

 ≈ NOTA―Sc
3+

 ≈ NOTA―In
3+

 > NOTA―Cu
2+

; this is related to the 

contribution of charge for +3 charge ions compared to the divalent Cu
2+

 ion.  

Atoms 

groups 

Avg. of all atoms 

in group 

NOTA―Cu
2+ 

Avg. of all 

atoms in 

group 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 

 

Avg. of all 

atoms in 

group 

NOTA―In
3+

 

 

Avg. of all 

atoms in 

group 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 

 

Free NOTA 

Ions 1.02 1.93 2.05 1.89 Not 

applicable 

N (3) -0.62 -0.653 -0.645 -0.654 -0.57 

O
H 

(3) -0.56 -0.56 -0.57 -0.56 -0.71 

O
C 

(3) -0.62 -0.72 -0.71 -0.70 -0.61 

C
IN

 (6) -0.19 -0.19 -0.20 -0.19 -0.18 

H
IN

 (12) 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.24 0.19 

C
A
 (3) -0.28 -0.27 -0.29 -0.28 -0.26 

H
CA 

(6) 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.22 

C
COOH 

(3) 0.85 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.81 

H
COOH

 (3) 0.52 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.49 
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The result of the second perturbation theory emphasises the fact that electron transfer from 

O
C
 and N atoms of NOTA to the radiometal ions in the complexes is prevalent.  A similar 

observation was made from the our previous works where we evaluated the interaction 

between  diazacrown and the sodium cation 
26

 and the interaction between NOTA and alkali 

metal ions
17

. 

We can now provide a description of charge transfer (the highest stabilization energy values) 

that occurs from the NOTA molecule to the cations and this is represented in Figure 5, where 

arrows point the path of charge transfer. 

There is electron movement, from O
H
 to the carbonyl bond followed by the direct transfer of 

electron from the NOTA oxygen atoms to the metal ions in the complexes and also electron 

from C
A
, followed by a direct transfer from nitrogen atoms to the metal ions in the 

complexes.  
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Table 7. The second-order perturbation energies, 𝐸2 (kcal/mol), corresponding to the most important 

charge transfer interaction (donor →acceptor) within NOTA―radiometal ions complexes obtained by 

B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory. 

Complex Donor Acceptor 𝐸2(kcal/mol)  

From NOTA to ions 

NOTA―Cu
2+ 

 

 

LP(N)LP 

 

LP*(Cu
2+

) 11.50 

LP(O) LP*(Cu
2+

) 10.11 

σ(N-C) LP*(Cu
2+

) 12.84 

NOTA―Sc
3+

  LP(N) 

 

LP*(Sc
3+

) 31.90  

 

LP(O) LP*(Sc
3+

) 11.68  

σ(N-C) LP*(Sc
3+

) 13.38  

NOTA―In
3+

  LP(N) LP*(In
3+

) 40.02  

LP(O) LP*(In
3+

) 

 

13.26  

σ(N-C) LP*(In
3+

) 

 

16.32  

NOTA―Ga
3+ 

 LP(N) LP*(Ga
3+

) 

 

76.65  

LP(O) LP*(Ga
3+

) 

 

24.23  

σ(N-C) LP*(Ga
3+

) 

 

8.49 

Within NOTA 

 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 LP (O) σ*(C-O) 

 

31.87 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 LP (O) 

 

σ*(C-O) 

 

57.02 

 

NOTA―In
3+

 

 

LP(O) σ*(C-O) 

 

56.38 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 LP (O) 

 

σ*(C-O) 57.03 

NOTA LP(O) σ*(C-O) 43.46 
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Figure 5. Description of electrons transfers shown in NBO analysis. The curved arrows (a, b, c, cˊ 

and d) depict the direction of charge transfer; a: LP (O)  σ* (C=O), b: LP (O)  LP* (Ion), c: σ (C-

H) ring  σ (N-C), cˊ: σ (C-H) arm   σ (N-C), d: LP (N)  LP* (Ion). 

3.10. Analysis of 
1
H NMR chemical shifts  

To gain a better understanding of the chemical environment of different fragments involved 

in the NOTA complexed with radiometal ions, the (
1
H NMR) in vacuum and water media 

was studied and compared with the experimentally measured proton NMR chemical shifts for 

the NOTA―Ga
3+ 

and NOTA―In
3+ 

complexes
50

. Experimental and theoretical 
1
H chemical 

shifts (δ) are given in Table 8 for a set of NOTA― radiometal ion complexes. 
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Table 8: Proton NMR chemical shifts (δ) of NOTA―Ga
3+ 

and NOTA―In
3+ 

complexes in vacuum 

and water media. 

Proton δTheo 

Ga
3+

 (ppm) 

δExp 

Ga
3+

 (ppm) 

δTheo 

In
3+

 (ppm) 

δExp 

In
3+

 (ppm) 

G1 9.54 [9.29] 

NAC=0.54 

Not reported 9.46 [9.09] 

NAC=0.54 

Not reported 

G2 4.54 [4.57] 

NAC=0.28 

3.88 

Δvac =- 0.66 

Δsolv = -0.69 

4.514 [4.511] 

NAC=0.27 

3.70 

Δvac = 0.81 

Δsolv = 0.81 

G3 

 

4.05 [3.90] 

NAC=0.26 

3.23 

Δvac = -0.82 

Δsolv =  -0.67 

3.99 [3.80] 

NAC=0.25 

3.07 

Δvac = 0.92 

Δsolv = -0.73 

G4 

 

3.47 [3.67] 

NAC=0.25 

Not reported 3.65 [3.60] 

NAC=0.25 

Not reported 

G5 3.62[3.68] 

NAC=0.24 

3.51 

Δvac = -0.11 

Δsolv =  -0.17 

3.64 [3.67] 

NAC=0.25 

3.24 

Δvac = -0.4 

Δsolv = -0.43 

G6 3.03 [3.20] 

NAC=0.23 

Not reported 2.92 [3.18] 

NAC=0.22 

Not reported 

δExp are experimental results
50

.  Δvac and Δsolv indicate the difference between the experimental and theoretical 

chemical shift, in vacuum and solvent, respectively. 

To compare our theoretical results with experiment, we performed the 
1
H NMR calculations 

in vacuum and water media (Table 8). This comparison is particularly informative, as it has 

been shown that the hydrogen atoms are source of electron density for charge transfer from 

NOTA to ions, which should be the driving force for chemical shift changes.  

In most cases, the theoretical chemical shift values follows a decreasing order (NOTA―Ga
3+ 

> NOTA―In
3+

)   down group III of the periodic table. The decreasing effect is due to the 

ions having a deshielding effect on the protons of the NOTA that are in close proximity. The 

decrease in the δ values is consistent with the decrease in the electron withdrawing effect of 

the ions, which cause a decline in the NAC values down the group. It is observed that the 

theoretical δ values are in reasonable agreement with the experiment (differences are less 

than 1ppm), which confirms the suitability of the applied DFT functional and basis set. 

Furthermore, there is no significant difference between the 
1
H NMR in the vacuum and the 

water. 

The proton in the complexes has been characterized (G1 to G6) based on the different 

theoretical δ. This classification highlighted the fact that each group operates in different 

chemical environments, which could be identified in the experiment. This motivated a 

measurement of the theoretical chemical shifts for all proton groups. 
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For both Ga
3+

 and In
3+

 complexes, carboxyl protons (G1) are  identified as the protons with 

the highest chemical shift values and correspondingly the most positive atomic charges,  

followed by the proton of the methylene group (–CH2– ) within the pendant arms (G2); this 

ranking of chemical shift values are in agreement with experimental results. The G3 to G6 are 

protons in the ring with the same functional group but different chemical environments. It is 

observed that the protons in G3 have higher chemical shift values than the other protons in 

the ring because G3 protons are located facing each other.  Another factor that dictates the 

chemical shift, is the chemical environment of protons in relation to other atoms within 

NOTA. This is demonstrated by the fact that the ranking for the free NOTA is exactly the 

same as for the complexed NOTA (Table 3S).  G2, G3 and G6 become less deshielded upon  

complexation, while G1, G4 and G5 become more deshielded; this is in contrast to the natural 

atomic charge of all groups (G1 to G6), which are more positive upon complexation, 

suggesting two different chemical environments that affect chelation. First, the inductive 

effect, through charge transfer from σ(C-H) ring to the σ(N-C), as illustrated in Figure 5, 

could be responsible for the observed trend in natural atomic charges. Secondly, short-range 

coupling could probably affect the chemical shift values. It is noted that our observations  

regarding 
1
H NMR results for  NOTA―radiometal ion complexes agree with those of our 

recent study where we evaluated the 
1
H NMR on NOTA―alkali metal ions.

17
  

 
Figure 6 NOTA―radiometal ion complex based on the intensity of the different chemical shifts. G 

indicates the different groups of hydrogen.  Hydrogen atoms with the same colour code belong to the 

same chemical environment. 
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3.11 Analysis of the frontier molecular orbital  

Frontier molecular orbitals are the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO). The energy difference between the two 

frontier molecular orbitals (ΔELUMO-HOMO), is referred to as the HOMO-LUMO gap and is 

used in predicting the reactivity and stability of transition metal complexes.
51

 
85 86 

A highly 

polarizable molecule generally is highly chemically reactive and possesses low kinetic 

stability.
52, 53

The energy eigenvalue of HOMO (EHOMO) is related to the ionization potential 

(IP=Ec-En)  as it is  the outer orbital containing electrons that are donated while LUMO can 

be considered to be the innermost orbital with free places to accept electrons and, therefore, 

its energy is related to electron affinity (EA=Ea-En).
54

 

To evaluate the stability of the complexation, the HOMO and LUMO energy eigenvalue 

(EHOMO, ELUMO) of the NOTA―radiometal ion complexes, and individual components in the 

complexes, are presented in Table 9.  

Table 9: The EHOMO, ELUMO and ΔEHOMO-LUMO of the optimized NOTA―ion structures at B3LYP/6-

311+G(d,p) and DGDZVP level of theory. 

Complex/ion EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV) ΔELUMO-HOMO 

(eV) 

Cu
2+

 -32.88 -28.25 4.62 

Sc
3+

 -68.58 -30.58 37.99 

In
3+

 -51.89 -31.31 20.57 

Ga
3+

 -57.97 -35.64 22.33 

NOTA -7.80 -2.86 4.93 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -3.70 -3.62 0.07 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 -10.47 -4.49 5.98 

NOTA―In
3+

 -10.48 -4.21 6.27 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 -9.66 -3.88 5.78 

 

The EHOMO energy value of the individual radiometal ions follows the order; Sc
3+

> Ga
3+

> In
3+

 

> Cu
2+

. The ΔELUMO-HOMO for free metal ions are significantly higher than the complexes. It is 

noted that the presence of the ion, in the NOTA complexes, causes EHOMO and ELUMO values 

to be more negative and ΔELUMO-HOMO values to become greater; this implies that the ions 

cause increases in the ability of NOTA to both donate and accept electrons; this effect 

follows the order, NOTA―In
3+

> NOTA―Sc
3+

> NOTA―Ga
3+

> NOTA―Cu
2+

.   

It noted that the ΔEHOMO, ΔELUMO and ΔELUMO-HOMO values for free Cu
2+

 and complexes are 

significantly lower than other complexes. This is a result of the odd number of electron or 
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unpaired electrons occupying the orbital which makes the orbitals SOMO (singly occupied 

molecular orbitals).  

When we compare down the group III of the periodic table (Ga
3+

 vs In
3+

), more negative 

ΔEHOMO and a lower ΔELUMO-HOMO value was observed for Ga
3+

 with the smaller ionic radius 

than In
3+

.  In the case of Sc
3+

 and Cu
2+

, the ion charge plays the greater role; that is, the more 

charge of Sc
3+

 than Cu
2+ 

brings more negative ΔEHOMO and a lower ΔELUMO-HOMO value.     

Judging by the ΔELUMO-HOMO energy gap, the stability of NOTA― radiometal ions follows 

the order; NOTA―In
3+

 > NOTA―Sc
3+

 > NOTA―Ga
3+

 > NOTA―Cu
2+

.  

3.11.1 Conceptual DFT-based properties  

Various chemical reactivity descriptors have been proposed for understanding different facets 

of pharmacological sciences including drug design and possible eco-toxicological attributes 

of drug molecules
55

. Density Functional Theory can be used to calculate the global reactivity 

descriptors like chemical potential, electronegativity, hardness, softness and electrophilicity 

index .
56

 Ionization potential describes the capability of an atom or molecule to donate 

electrons while electron affinity describes the capability of an atom or molecule to attract 

electrons.  Chemical hardness, describes the resistance to modification in electron 

distribution, and correlates with the stability of the chemical system. The inverse of the 

hardness is expressed as the global softness and correlated with the reactivity of the chemical 

system. 

The calculated DFT-based quantities such as electron affinity (EA), ionization potential (IP), 

chemical hardness (η) and softness (S) for the complexes are presented in Table 10. 

For the free ions, the more negative EA, greater IE and chemical hardness was observed for 

Ga
3+

 than In
3+

 with a larger ionic radius.  As for divalent Cu
2+

 compared with the trivalent 

ions (Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+

), the less negative EA, smaller IE and chemical hardness was 

obtained for Cu
2+

. 

The DFT based parameters revealed a chemically soft nature of NOTA compared to the ions 

and consequently, the complexation of NOTA with the ions should have a considerable 

effect, which depends on specific ion in question.  Indeed, in all cases, there is a significant 

increase in chemical hardness upon complexation. 

It is evident that the IP and hardness values of all trivalent complexes are similar and higher 

than the divalent NOTA―Cu
2+

 complex. Moreover, NOTA―Ga
3+

 complex has a slightly 

more negative EA and hardness values than NOTA―In
3+

 complex; this could be attributed to 

the smaller ionic radius of Ga
3+

 than In
3+

 and is consistent with the result from our previous 
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study on the interaction of alkali metal ions with NOTA17.  The changes in EA, IP, softness 

and hardness provide trends in complex stability that are related to the trends in interaction 

energies and thermodynamic properties (Tables 1 and 2).    

Table 10. DFT-based quantities for radiometal ions (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+

) complexes with 

NOTA, calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory. 

System EA (eV) IP (eV) η (eV) S (eV) 

Cu
2+

 -21.06 45.46 33.26 0.015 

Sc
3+

 -25.73 76.22 50.97 0.01 

In
3+

 -27.75 59.38 43.56 0.011 

Ga
3+

 -31.45 68.76 50.11 0.010 

NOTA 0.60 7.11 3.26 0.15 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -8.81 15.73 12.27 0.04 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 -10.74 20.28 15.51 0.032 

NOTA―In
3+

 -9.82 20.13 14.98 0.033 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 -10.17 20.51 15.34 0.033 

 

3.12. Implication of results  

The outcome of the present study revealed a significant level of intermolecular interactions 

between radiometal ions and NOTA. The electronic structure properties, such as interaction 

energies, frontier molecular orbitals, 
1
H NMR chemical shifts, chemical hardness, ionization 

potential and electron affinity values, offer an explanation for the stability of  

NOTA―radiometal ion complexes. It should be noted that the structural stability of 

chelator―ion complexes is one of the factors that influences the radiolabelling efficiency
6
. 

This study shows that the DFT-based electronic structure calculations can be applied to rank 

the ions towards finding the optimal match between ions and a specific chelator. According 

to the experimentally reported binding constants and obtained quantum chemical parameters 

calculated for NOTA―radiometal ion complexes it is observed that, amongst the radiometal 

ions under investigation, Ga
3+

 is an optimal match for NOTA chelator for 

radiopharmaceuticals.  Following our previous study on the complexation of NOTA with 

alkali metal ions
17

 and comparing  the interaction energy values of the NOTA―radiometal 

ion complexes with that of the interaction energy values of NOTA―alkali metal ions 

complexes
17

 it can  be stated that alkali metal might constitute little or no competition with 

radiometal ions (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

, In
3+

) and, therefore, cannot be displaced from NOTA 

chelator during complexation in vivo.   
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3.13. Conclusions 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) using B3LYP functional  and 6-311G+(2d,2p)/DGDZVP 

basis sets was been employed to investigate interactions  that occur in the complexation 

process of NOTA with radiometal ions (Cu
2+

, Ga
3+

, Sc
3+

 and In
3+

).  Our study reveals that 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 complex is more stable than the other complexes (NOTA―Cu
2+

, NOTA―Sc
3+

 

and NOTA―In
3+

) resulting in more negative interaction and relaxation energies, the close 

proximity of the hetero-atoms after geometry optimization and higher electron charge transfer 

from NOTA to the ions.  The observed order of interaction energies is in good agreement 

with the experimental ranking in terms of the measured binding constants (section 3.6). 

Furthermore, the obtained theoretical
 1

H NMR chemical shifts of NOTA, in vacuum and 

water media and the structural geometries of the complexes, were in good agreement with 

experiment.  The δ values and, therefore, the deshielding effect of the ions on the protons of 

NOTA is related to natural atomic charge exchange within the complexes. Overall, the 

interaction energies both in vacuum and water, relaxation energies, bond distances, NBO and 

chemical shift analysis, DFT-based reactivity-related properties, including chemical hardness 

and softness, revealed a significant level of interaction between NOTA and radiometal ions. 

The findings of our study help ascertain the fact that alkali metal will not be competition with 

radiometal ions during complexation with NOTA chelator.  Furthermore, Ga
3+

 ion is 

probably the best match for NOTA chelator for radiopharmaceutical purpose.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS 

The structure and electronic features of NOTA chelator was examined with the intention of 

evaluating the binding and radiolabelling efficiency of the NOTA chelator. This was 

achieved by studying the complexation of NOTA chelator with alkali metal ions (Li
+
, Na

+
, 

K
+
 and Rb

+
) and radiometal ions (Cu

2+
, Ga

3+
, Sc

3+
 and In

3+
) using density functional theory. 

The B3LYP functional with the 6-311+G(2d, 2p) basis set was used for Li
+
, Na

+ 
and K

+
 and 

Def2-TZVPD basis set for Rb
+
; the DGDZVP basis set was used for the radiometal ions. 

For the NOTA―alkali metal ions complexation, the result of our investigation reveals that 

the stability of alkali metal ions decreases down the group the periodic table, while for 

NOTA―radiometal ion complexes, the results identified NOTA―Ga
3+

 complex is more 

stable than the rest of the complexes. This result matches with the experimentally reported 

binding constants for these complexes (Section 3.6). This study reveals that there is charge 

transfer between NOTA and ions during complexation and both oxygen and nitrogen atoms 

of NOTA play a crucial role during the complexation process. It was highlighted in the study 

that the implicit water solvation reduces the stability of the complexes.  

A notable conclusion about this present study is that, even though there is a considerable 

interaction between NOTA chelator and alkali metal ions, alkali metal ions found in the body 

cannot compete with radiometal ions for binding site or displace radiometal ions during 

complexation with NOTA chelator. Overall, this study has highlighted the different electronic 

factors that can contribute to the complexation of ions to a specific chelator.  This study 

serves as a guide to find the optimal match between NOTA chelator and radiometal ions for 

radiolabelling applications. 
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APPENDIX A 

Supporting Information for Chapter Two 

The Interaction of NOTA as a Bifunctional Chelator with Competitive Alkali Metal 

ions: A DFT Study  

F. Y. Adeowo, B. Honarpavar*, A. A. Skelton*, 

School of Health Sciences, Discipline of Pharmacy, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban 

4001, South Africa. 

 

Figure 1S: The structures of free NOTA in A: vacuum and B: water media. The dotted lines show 

distances between carboxylic pendant arms of NOTA. 
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Figure 2S: The structures for O
H
―ion and O

C
―ion conformations. 

 

Figure 3S: The geometry optimized structures for free NOTA using B3LYP and ωB97XD 

functionals. 

Table 1S: BSSE values for complexes of Li
+
, Na

+
, and K

+
 ions using different basis set. 

  BSSE 

Basis sets 6-31+G(d,p) 6-311G+(d,p) 6-311G+(2d,2p) 6-311G++(3d,3p) 

Li
+
 1.87 2.11 1.08 0.75 

Na
+
 2.31 2.05 1.42 1.25 

K
+
 1.01 0.69 0.55 0.49 
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Table 2S: BSSE of the different basis set used for complexes of Rb
+
 ion. 

Basis set BSSE 

6-31G+(d,p)/ LAN2DZ 0.44 

6-311G+(d,p)/ LAN2DZ 0.35 

6-311G+(2d,2p)/ LAN2DZ 0.34 

6-311G++(3d,3p)/ LAN2DZ 0.40 

6-311G++(3df,3dp)/ LAN2DZ 0.40 

6-311G++(3df,3dp)/ LAN2MB 0.49 

6-311G+(2d,2p)/Def2-TZVPD 0.28 

 

Table 3S: Translational entropy contribution of the free ions and NOTA―ion complexes before 

calculation 

Ion/complex Translational entropy 

Li
+
 31.80 

Na
+
 35.34 

K
+
 36.91 

Rb+ 39.23 

NOTA―Li
+
 43.09 

NOTA―Na
+
 43.24 

NOTA―K
+
 43.38 

NOTA―Rb
+
 43.76 

 

Table 4S: Absolute values of the total entropy and vibrational contribution to entropy 

Compounds Total entropy 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

Vibrational entropy 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

 

Vacuum Solvent Vacuum Solvent 

NOTA  161.67 152.07 84.21 74.69 

NOTA―Li
+
 149.15 149.33 72.16 72.35 

NOTA―Na
+
 155.10 158.49  77.61 81.00 

NOTA―K
+
 159.29 162.55 81.35 84.58 

NOTA―Rb
+
 163.37 164.61 84.58 86.026 
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Table 5S: A Charge transfer from lone pairs of nitrogen atoms of NOTA to the ions 

Complexes Donor Acceptor 𝐸2(kcal/mol) 

NOTA―Li
+
 

 

LP(N) 

 

LP*(Li
+
) 8.14 

[11.43] 

NOTA―Na
+
 LP(N) 

 

LP*(Na
+
) 

 

9.89 

[5.48] 

NOTA―K
+
 LP(N) LP*(K

+
) 11.19 

[3.32] 

NOTA―Rb
+
 LP(N) LP*(Rb

+
) 1.81 

[2.34] 

 

Table 6S: Proton NMR chemical shifts (δ) and natural atomic charges (NAC) of NOTA in vacuum 

and water media 

Proto

n 

δvacuum 

(ppm) 

δsolvent 

(ppm) 

NAC
 

G1 6.22 6.60 0.49 

G2 4.93 4.88 0.20 

G3 4.14 4.62 0.18 

G4 3.45 3.47 0.16 

G5 2.32 1.83 0.20 

G6 1.31 0.21 0.18 

 

Table 7S: The interaction energy values of NOTA―alkali metal complexes using B3LYP and 

ωB97XD functional, with 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis sets. 

Complexes B3LYP 

Eint (kcal/mol) 

ωB97XD 

Eint (kcal/mol) 

NOTA―Li
+
 -118.04 -107.69 

NOTA―Na
+
 -89.78 -77.40 

NOTA―K
+
 -64.01 -53.78 

NOTA―Rb
+
 -54.25 -46.59 
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Table 8S: The interatomic distances between alkali metals and heteroatoms of NOTA at the 

ωB97XD/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory for Li
+
, Na

+
 and K

+
. The ωB97XD/Def2-TZVPD level of 

theory was used for NOTA―Rb
+
 complex. 

Complex Average O-ion distance (≤ 3 Å) Average N-ion distance (≤ 3 Å) 

NOTA―Li
+
 2.07 2.20 

NOTA―Na
+
 2.37 2.55 

NOTA―K
+
 2.72 2.92 

NOTA―Rb
+
 2.89 3.13 
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APPENDIX B 

Supporting Information for Chapter Three 

DFT study on the complexation of NOTA as a bifunctional chelator with 

radiometal ions 

F. Y. Adeowo, B. Honarpavar*, A. A. Skelton*, 

School of Health Sciences, Discipline of Pharmacy, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban 

4001, South Africa. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1S:  The structures of free NOTA in A: vacuum and B: water media.  The dotted lines show 

distances between carboxylic pendant arms of NOTA. 
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Table 1S: Translational entropy contribution of the free ions and NOTA_ion complexes before 

calculation 

Ion/complex Translational entropy 

Cu
2+

 38.34 

Ga
3+

 38.61 

Sc
3+

 37.34 

In
3+

 40.13 

NOTA_―Cu
2+

 43.92 

NOTA_―Ga
3+

 43.64 

NOTA_―Sc
3+

 43.44 

NOTA_―In
3+

 43.98 

 

Table 2S:  Absolute values of the total entropy and vibrational contribution to entropy 

 

Table 3S: Proton NMR chemical shifts (δ) and natural atomic charges (NAC) of NOTA in vacuum 

and water media 

Proton δvacuum 

(ppm) 

δsolvent 

(ppm) 

NAC
 

G1 6.22 6.60 0.49 

G2 4.93 4.88 0.20 

G3 4.14 4.62 0.18 

G4 3.45 3.47 0.16 

G5 2.32 1.83 0.20 

G6 1.31 0.21 0.18 

Compounds Total  entropy 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

Vibrational entropy 

(cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

 

Vacuum Solvent Vacuum Solvent 
NOTA  161.67 152.07 84.21 74.69 

NOTA_―Cu
3+ 148.81 149.42 69.93 70.53 

NOTA_―Ga
3+ 140.08 140.47 62.61 63.01 

NOTA_―Sc
3+ 146.07 I40.38 68.53 62.82 

NOTA_―In
3+ 152.25 145.78 74.10 67.64 
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Table 4S: The interaction energy values of NOTA―radiometal ion complexes using B3LYP and 

ωB97XD functionals, with 6-311+G (2d,2p) and DGDZVP basis sets. 

Complexes B3LYP 

Eint (kcal/mol) 

ωB97XD 

Eint (kcal/mol) 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 -410.37 -391.55 
NOTA―Sc

3+
 -639.18 -618.25 

NOTA―In
3+

 -655.51 -643.36 
NOTA―Ga

3+
 -810.59 -790.96 

 

Table 5S. The interatomic distances between radiometal ions and heteroatoms of NOTA at the 

ωB97XD/6-311+G (2d,2p) level of theory. 

 

 

Complex Average O-ion distance (≤ 3 Å) Average N-ion distance (≤ 3 Å) 

NOTA―Cu
2+

 2.11 2.13 

NOTA―Sc
3+

 2.08 2.32 

NOTA―In
3+

 2.16 2.31 

NOTA―Ga
3+

 1.99 2.08 


